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Benj amin h rn a - tla and li R hiri m- lue y u are and will a lway be my 
gr ate t accompli hm nt. I hav n er kn ' n grea ter j y, fru tra ti on and love than b ing 
your mother. Without the purp e fuln e I d i co ered on my adventure with the two o f 
y u I cann t ay I w uld have embraced elf-tran cendence. I believe that w ith ut the 
two fyo u no ne f the word wou ld have manifes te I wi th conviction or pa ion or if 
they would ha e i ted at a ll. 
I would further like to d di ate this re earch t all the y uth who have sa t acros 
from me and harcd their tori e , fru tration , accomplishment . Tru t that you have 
helped make me a better mother and human being and I thank you. My children are still 
young, but I tru t one day they will under tand and fee l gratitude for the tremendou and 
profound impact you have all had on my being. May you a ll fi nd love, happine and a 
sense of belonging. 
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T 
Thr ugh the m thod 1 gy f aut - thnogra1 hy I intend t wea e togeth r lived 
xperience and r earch, with the purp f e amining the n rmativ b haviour and 
cialization p ri need b youth con idered t be rai ed in high-ri k ocial 
enviromnent . What beha i r and attern f cializa ti n d children learn and emul ate 
when violence and addicti n i a continuing pre enc . Where parent , patii cularl y 
mother , are xp ri n ing ma ive amount of tre , are often unable to meet their own 
need let alone the need of their children. I will demon trate what is learned a 
normative social behavior within the contex t of the family that lead to a lifelong struggle 
of navigating one' emotion , and further act a a banier to navigating the larger ocial 
system . 
My experience will demonstrate that what is learned in the the home environment 
as normal is deemed deviant by the dominant social structure. To enhance the overall 
body of knowledge, I will insert the narratives of professionals who have worked with 
high risk youth directly into the body of work. I furth er intend to demonstrate that the 
social reality of individuals raised in high ri sk social enviroments constructed since birth 
cannot be easily deconstructed, without a solid cornn1itment to recognizing the impact of 
the family and cmrununity environment on the social and emotional development of the 
child . My own poetry and art work are integrated into thi thesis as a way of explicating 
and sharing my proces for knowing and healing. 
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D finiti n ofT rm 
F r the purp of thi the i th fl 11 w ing t nn ar p rati nally defin ed : 
A djudi at d Youth : Y uth h ha b en entenced fl r a criminal ac t a determined by 
th Y u th J u t i e c t 
t de cribe and di cu 
L : aw fl r all ). Adjudi ·at >dyo uth w ill be u ed in the context 
uth in a cu t di al etting. 
A utonomy: Th per nal rule f the elf that i free from b th c ntr !ling interference 
from other and from p r onal limitati n that pre ent m aningful choi (Pantilat, 
200 ). 
Culture: learned et of complex knowledge, belief: and under tanding of how a 
collective group of individual operates in ociety (M arshall , 1998). 
Deviant: Comes from the word deviance; meaning an attribute or a behav iour that one 
exhibits that is deemed out ide what is normal and/ r acceptable to the dominant oc ial 
structure (Marshall , 1998). 
Hierarchy: A social arrangement where some have more pow er over others (Bi shop, 
2002). 
Power-over: Authoritarian, domination and force; non-exercising of the autonomy of 
others (Bishop, 2002). 
Power - with : Power exercised cooperatively with others, non-authoritarian (Bishop, 
2002) 
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Pow r-within : ReD r to ne ' b li f: , i d m and kn wl dge, kil l and mmunity 
(Bi h p, 2002) . 
Prot th · .fa tor: l m nt b th within the indi idual and the c mmunity that erv to 
protect an indi idual in ad er e ituati n ughe11y a ten, 2006) . 
R iii ncy: Th ability t b unce back fr m adv r ity u ce full y d pite ri k factors 
and having xperienc d, and r be n p edt evere ri k ( ernard, 1991 ). 
Ri k f a tor: Can be are ult of fa mily, individu al or c mmuni ty that pr mote and or 
leads toward nega tive outc me (0 ' Dougherty & Ma ten, 2006 ). 
Social Em •ironment: Encompa e the imm diate phy ical urrounding of individual 
and ocial relation hip experienced on multiple levels including but not limited to the 
home, families, friend , relative neighbourhood . Social environment are not stati c, but 
change over time. They can create relationship of dependency, co-dependency, ucce s 
and dysfunction (Barnett & Casper, 2001 ). 
Socialization: Meaning the social nonns we learn that help us adapt and participate in 
our cultural group and society as a whole (Marshall , 1998). 
Society: A group of people who share a common set of beliefs often dictated by the 
dominant group (Marsha ll , 1998) . 
Structural Social Work: This approach to ocial work assumes that one group in society 
serves to maintain its position of power and privilege by working collectively to oppress 
and margina lize those not in the dominant group . Further, structural social work looks to 
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th in tituti n and p wer truc tur in plac a pl a ing a central ro le in pr 1 ping up the 
d minant gr up , whil di emp w ring and ppre ing th 
d minant cial tru ture (M reau, 19 0) . 
ind i id ual u t ide the 
Tra uma: F eling helple in the fa f grea t dang r. n umb rella term linked t the 
inability t r pond to a ituati n in a h althy an I pr gre ive m anner. rauma ccur 
when tre compr mi e an indi vidu al and r community' well -being, phy ical and/or 
mental hea lth (W lp w, J hn n, Hert 1 Kinca id 20 11 ). 
Vio l nee: Any ac tion that cau harm to an ther individual and r gr up of p opl e 
(Bishop, 2002). 
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Introdu ti n 
Thi the i i an in-depth aminati n f my per nal and pr fe i nal j oun1ey. In 
combination with ub tanti e r ea chI will u e crea ti e writing, t rytelling, poetry and 
art t hare my per nal t ry; m e perience and in ight f being a ' high-ri k ' y uth to 
w rking with ' high-ri k ' y uth. I ha echo en th meth d 1 gy f aut -ethnography, 
which allow " the auth r t write in a highly p r nalized ty le t draw n hi I her own 
exp ri enc of a ocial phenom n n ... aut ethn graphy can includ e short t ries, po try, 
fiction, novel , photographic e ay , journal fragmented and layered writing" (p.5). The 
autoethnographic methodology allow me to creati vely link per onal experience and 
theory to provide the reader an in ide per pective into my world . 
I am a structural social worker who provides direct front-line ervice to a 
marginalized population. In my posi tion, I have a re ponsibili ty to act in accordance with 
our Social Work Code of Ethics. The Code of Ethics "empha izes the importance of 
eliminating oppression and injustice and enhancing humanitari an and egalitarian goals" 
(Heinonen & Spearman, 2010, p .3 04 ). In upholding the social work code, I have a 
responsibility to critically refl ect on myself. In writing this thesis, I believe my per onal 
experience and self-refl ection adds an enriched inside component and critica l perspective 
to an already existing body of knowledge regarding the impact negative social 
environments have on children and youth. 
I wa unsure as to the direction a Master 's Degree in Social Work would take me, 
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and wh r m pa i n ~ r ocial ju ti and per nal gr wth w uld find m e. The idea D r 
m th i r earch came ab ut after I tran iti ned from w rking with new anadian 
youth t working with incarc rated uth . I rec gnized a di conn ct between what high-
ri k youth pr d a th ir ci 1 n01m and what main tr am y uth e pre ed . In 
w rking with high-ri k uth, not nly did I e my elf and my fri end from days gone 
by, I witne d broken indi idual from br k n familie unable t make the changes that 
would take them ut f their curr nt n gati e ituati n . an mp wer d trength-
ba ed woman prac ticing tructural ocial w rk, and a per on f imilar li ved experi ence, I 
pondered the di fferent ocial enviroment the e y uth experi enced. 
Thi wa a tough learning moment. I rea lized I wa far to ideali tic and that the 
ystem, of which I was now a part of, wa not designed to truly provide what the youth 
needed. In tead the system itself, although playing a necessary stabilizing role, wa in no 
position to create the change teenag rs needed to experi ence in their childhood . My 
experience, when working with high risk youth, has been that we are band-aiding and 
providing temporary measures to make up for the absence of parental nurturing and a 
safe , stable and structured childhood development. 
I am grateful for the time I have been privileged to spend with all the adjudicated 
and high-risk youth I have worked with. These youth, in their unique way, have taught 
me a tremendous amount about strength, resiliency, survival and gra titude. I often thank 
the youth for teaching me what I needed to know in order to be a great mother to my 
chi ldren. I learned that no matter the trauma , the stress or rai ing my children alone 
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h uld n r , nurturing and attenti n, under tanding, a ptan e, 
guidanc and tabilit . I beli had th 
ocial n ir nment and e p n nc d 1 
uth I w rked w ith b n ra1 d in dif~ rent 
and nw1uring, e pen n ed tability and 
My writing i purp eful in it applica ti n and I u c r ativ writing, poetry and 
art to c n y my pa i n and the meaning I attribute t my li~ ituation. Thr ugh the u e 
of cr ati writing and torytelling, in chapter 1, I provide the read r with a deeper 
per pective f my earl y li ed xp ri ence, and build a relati n hip w ith the audience on 
why I have ituated my experi ence directl y into th ex i ting re earch regarding high ri sk 
youth and ocial environment . hapter 2, pro ide the reader w ith the rati onal for my 
chosen methodology and will outline the method employed in writing my the is. In 
Chapter 3-5, I mix my creative writing tyl e and storytelling with ub tantive research 
to lay a foundational road map of the chall enges children and youth face when trying to 
navigate through diffi cult life experience . Choosing to link my personal journey with 
academic research is my contribution to furth ering social justi ce for the population I have 
lived with and currently work among. I invite the reader to embrace my thesis process 
and share in my knowledge, experi ence and understanding of children and youth living in 
violence, chaos and addiction . 
Rationale 
The goal or aim of writing this thes is is to furth er shed light on the 
impo1 ance of stable and con istent nurturing and ro le modeling in the lives of children. 
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My g al i to furth er pr ide in ight int the w hildren 1 arn t na igat their ial 
n ir nment , and t highlight hat I e a th inju tic that indi idu 1 tigmatiza ti n 
d e wh n a hild gr up in 1 than ideal ir um tance , and cann t function to 
pectati n f the d minant cial tru tu r . 
A im 
• T criti ally and cr ati ely r fl eet up n my li ed experience, coupled with 
acadernic r arch and narrati e in e11 (from pr .G ional w rking with high-
ri k youth) to hed further light into th live of high-ri k and adjudicated y uth. 
• To continue to u e my li ed and proD ional und er tanding with the backing of 
research to inform my practice and gu ide other in their work with high-ri k and 
adjudicated youth . 
• To provide an understanding of the larger picture for those youth cunently 
experiencing the hardships associated with oppression and marginalizati on, to 
recognize that change is possible and to keep fighting for the life they de erve to 
have. 
• To highlight the ilnportance of professionals under tanding the larger structural 
and social issues children and youth fa ce when attempting to create change. 
Change needs to take place for the whole family and cmn munity ; please let 's stop 
labelling and expecting a six or fifteen year old to do what the parent and 
community cannot. 
although there Is light which exists In every situation dartmellll also 
present, which If not kept at bay will cause the whole to separate. 
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c uld . I would lo t it ith that b art da and di u what e di er dafter 
w ta11ed walking r m m a e, running up th m untain. 
Ther ar man thing that ke p indi idual up in the dark t h ur f th night. I 
ha e li ed man chapt r in m lifetime. Inn c nee wa 1 t [! r me at an early age, taken 
by th with oull e e and grea t r ph i al trength. I did n t complain . I did n t 
peak a w rd . I did n t ha a v i e. I left h me h rtly after my ixteenth birthday and 
ub equ ntl y gr w up way t fa t, truggled with addiction and pent many year 
lo ing and finding my lf. 
Perhap tubb rnne prevented me fr m ver eeking help or maybe it was 
anger. Honestly, looking back I think it' fair to ay I never knew I needed help . After all , 
I had alway been told the problem was me. Everyone one wa blind , caught up in their 
own truggles . I believed no one und erstood I (the real per on) wa good. The external 
envirorunent created the behaviours, the anger and the outbursts. Everything I di played 
on the outside was nothing like the per on I wa inside. 
The following passage is my description, actions, and realizations resulting from 
feeling misunderstood: I became intuitively astu te at recognizing others wants and need , 
identifying and understanding patterns, watching and learning human motivations, 
behaviours and actions. A paradox of intensity, darkness and light sometimes shadowed 
and hidden; skelet n stuffed in every closet, some stank more than others, while on the 
surface pretending to smell like flow ers. The grea t pretenders of perfection; they're the 
most dangerous, the most sinister, the ones to be avoided at all cost. Target identified; 
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kept in ight at all ti1n , bring n w m aning t th phra ' lipp ry when w t'. day 
a a gr wn w man, I ntinue t truggl ith i u p rtaining t afety, tru t and 
intimacy. I 1 k [! rward t the da I an r t m h ad on the hould r f ano th r, pla e 
my hand in their and all w m elf th an tuary f 1 ving and being l ved. ot in 
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p rD tion, imply in il ntl under t d a c ptanc , p ken with the eye and felt by the 
heart. 
For me in th e m m nt f t nage xi tenc , nothing mattered outside the 
group , the peopl e you p nt your e ery waking m ment w ith. They were yo ur fri ends, the 
people who e opinion mattered mo t. During that time, li fe wa about mu ic, drug , 
boyf1i end I girlfri end ; really n thing mattered but the m mentary fee ling of plea ure. 
Succe s wa a great score, a cheap dea l, free stu ff, u ed clothe . Life wa grea t if yo u had 
a cigarette and a coffee in the morning! Success was not the ize of your pay cheque, 
acquiring material pos ession , or getting an education. Tomorrow only held concern if 
you owed someone money. 
I think what gets lost on professionals - I should know, I am one now - is labels. A 
category created to place a set or sub-set of behaviours that stereotype groups of peopl e 
living outside of the social nonns, connected and shaped by the dominate ocietal group . 
If anyone had asked me if I was a high risk youth, I would have stared blankly and 
thought no, I'm just living. 
Violence and addiction were not uncommon or abnormal. In fac t anything out ide 
of that seemed bizarre and unwelcomed. There were times of change, n w people wou ld 
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com and g but the re gr up r mained tight. M n wa alway a t mak , 
wa at y ur fingertip and 1 n line nl ur head if u e er tri d to ob r 
up, n ne did . 
Li~ m ved in great wa e - up time and d wn tim 
ub tanc flow d, pe ple laughed and partie went n [! r da 
uring up tim , 
wn time , y u were 
ick- ick becau em ney wa 1 and nob dy wa coring. It wa during the e moment 
that you had t face th n laught of em ti n , a i 1 nt ocean t nn with grea t era hing 
wave of de pair. Th pull t feel, to top, to get out, w uld pin ruthle ly and 
unforgivingly in the fragile r ce of your mind. Y u D lt like death mel is, and every 
demeaning word or act you ever experi enced echoed with ut compa ion, bea ting you 
down, until you could no longer listen to the vo ice . Rational thought was gone, anxiety 
created an instinctual drive to escape. Getting high wa the welcome plateau of reprieve. 
The lifestyle, when you live a life on the edge in the subcultures of the larger 
society, is your social nmm. Gone and forgotten are the daily activities of those ' nmmal ' 
indiviudals residing in what you deem a parallel reality. The ones in suits are the ghosts, 
not you. The city is full of symbiotic streams of differentiating social groups. Full of 
people living side by side and moving in unison. However clo e the people are in 
physical proximity they remain emotionally separated; unaware, immune, desensitized 
and hell , simply disinterested. As a youth living in the margins, I looked at the ones 
going to work everyday a confused; living their life according to numbers, everything 
tightly bound, woven in an intricate masquerade. For some of us kids, life in our social 
8 
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group wa th fir t time we felt a pt d, like e wer final! und r t d and bel nged 
m wher . 
I imagine t ur habit and ur life ty l e med delinquent and 
purpo , but t u , in ur limited c pe f und er tanding h w th w rld w rk d, we 
had purp ; e n m re imp rtantly, we had a n e of bel nging. Y u' re li ving life a if 
it' a H ll yw dm 1 . 
' 
u d n t want m re, y u don ' t ee m r . How d you hope for 
omething you d n ' t under tand and that e m far out . f reach . I never had dreams of 
being more than I wa ; I remember I ju t wanted moment in time to freeze. ike that 
warm mnmer Vane uver night that went from the Hyatt t the party yacht in my ti ght 
black vinyl dre , with an upright Mohawk compl te with Doc Martin ; music, 
connection and endles week of invitati ons. Life for me was about ociali zing, social 
connections and living life with no directi on outside my next impromptu celebrati on. At 
least that's what I wrote in my journal! Oh to go back with today ' brain; gawd, I was 
super blissfully out of touch (F.Y.I, the journal is cunently conceal ed in an undi clo ed 
top-secret location!) 
Right and wrong were arbitrary concepts as one created their own identi ty and 
sense of morality; interpretations of ocial functioning based on perceptions of 
momentary whim. I believed the way I was living was amazing and I scoffed at anyone 
who would have told me different. Labels are created for and by mainstream dominant 
society looking to categ rize, in an effort to rationalize what i interpreted as inational. 
There is little to no ownership from society for the damage and wrong that occurs when 
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y u 'r y ung and h lple in th ar f ther . h maJ ri ty f th high ri k youth I wa 
with all uffer d at th hand f me n th ved. M friend weren' t th ne who 
hurt m and made me feellik n thing that' where th c nfu i n f elf-id nti ty 
riou ly di t rt and det ur fr m main tr am . I banded t geth r wi th oth r who w re 
ju t a hurt and damaged a m which made it ea ier t hate the wor ld and j u tify my 
a ti n . R all I'm n t ure I th ught ab ut the h w' r why' f anything. I did 
whatev r, with little to no elf- ntr 1. Life wa not ab ut c n equ ence , but about 
impu1 e : ev ry acti on ba d upon the pre ent mom nt. 
ub equently the indi idual wh i truggling to make en e of their own identity 
and negati ve life experi ence , truggle t cope on multipl e level . I work dail y wi th 
children and youth who are labelled and blamed fo r the fa iling of the larger soc ial 
structure, and for what i learned a normative behaviour within the family and 
communi ty. All the while, the individual struggles and swims in id e a toxic bubble trying 
to breath. They are left to fi ght the demon and living nightmares, whil e thinking "I 
deserve this." 
For me, changing my habits, beliefs and entire lifestyle was not easy. It meant 
leaving people I loved; it meant disappearing until I was strong and ready to be found. 
Although the journey has been empowering, the path of rediscovering yourself can be 
lonely and cruel. To 'get out ' of addictions, be prepared to fight epic internal and external 
battles. Be prepared t 1 e some of those battl es and to muster every ounce of courage 
you have to fi ght again. Anyone who tell you this is easy is lying to you. Be prepared to 
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tand in th ld 1 n 1 d rkn f ur mind and n t b afraid t fac th had w . r 
m it' h n 1 d id d t unl h th fury fp nt ur em ti n, finall all w d my elft 
feel and d id d it a oka t ream, and h ut. I tee ter d on th cliff of 
tran ~ nnati n and !a ed internal d m n and . t pped hielding m elf with icc and 
r lati n hip repellent. hrough in ten e pamful lab ur I ga\ e b1rth t healing and a new 
und r tanding of elf. 
Today and Day. Lon Past 
I UIT ntl identif a a ingl m ther f tw ama? ing, empatheti and hil ariou 
b y . I can ften be h ard c mm nting "rai ing tw on remind me f cenes from a 
Jacka movi !" 1 identify a a w man f b ri ginal and Finni h ance try who ha grown 
up without the guidance r knowledge f her cultural heritage or the true kn wledge of 
her bloodline. I further identify a a [! rmer treet invo lved youth, a an educated woman 
and as a lover of animal . I enjoy writing, reading, ocial ju tice activi m, baking, mu IC, 
kateboarding, exerci e, pirituality and laughing. I find peace and olace in my art. 
Painting and creating i my time of mindfulne ; I ea ily get lo tin proces , with littl e 
thought of outcome, completely ab orbed in my crea tive ab traction . 
I wa bom in Vancouver, the fir t of five children, and a daughter to my parent . 
Among my earliest memorie wa that being born a girl eemed to be di appointing for 
certain member of the family. evera l time I heard, "your father wanted a boy." Tho e 
words had a huge impact on me. Knowing what I know today, 1 beli eve tho e five word 
[i rmed my early ba i of [i eling inadequate and why l con tantly felt the need to 
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c mp t and pr my lf b tt r than th : tr ng r, fa t r and mat1er. I n v r lo t a 
fight till high ch ol. die chang . Mine b ame lith and feminine, hil my mind 
continu da ifl wa n f nd r man ' a warn r. 
I c m from a larg m1 d b ri ginal famil , which t da include s en [! ter 
ibling , fr m D ugla ake Fi r t ation. My b ri ginal ance try i thr ugh my 
n[i rtunatel , ur wa n t a developmental path that 
includ d teaching f our b ri ginal ultur , r fo r that matter any early understanding r 
di cu ion ar und our ethni h ritage . My m th r wa rai ed in fo ter care fr m bit1h. A t 
the age of twelve he fo und her lf re iding wi th my pa t rnal grandm thcr, wh 
subsequently rai edmore than 150 fo ter children . I' ve never met my moth r ' birth 
family, but have been told they live on a reserve near Will iam Lake, B . 
My mom i a staunch reali t, firmly grounded in fac ts; used to hardship and 
expecting nothing, but always there and willing to put in the work to get thing done. She 
helps everyone. When I was a child , I never valued or understood my mother. To me she 
was mean, unpredictable, and looking back, I can say I feel I wore emotionally and 
physically that unhappiness that she canied from her less- than-ideal childhood. Prior to 
obtaining an education, lemning about the historical hardships perpetrated against First 
Nation 's people and recognizing that my mother, never asked to not be loved and trea ted 
like she was less than. The cunent literature, research and documentari es highl ight the 
terrible conditions that children fa ced in fo ster care in the 1950 's and 60 's. During that 
time my mother did not experience the love and nurturing children need to develop 
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h althy m ti nal atta hment . ft r all, h a n a littl girl with h p and dream 
t . I can a w er ne er cl , if anything, I[! lt lik apr bl m and d pi d . I wa 
n tantl in tr ubl . 
I trugg l t find a warm m m nt that we har d. Ther a a 1 t f ten i n and 
cha . I r memb r th unpredic tabi lit f m m thcr ' id a f di cipline. It ranged fr m 
hitting me with what er a a ailab le, th u e f thr at and fear, and creaming and 
y lling at me in arying tate f rag . I felt tu id and ugly and learned t hut my elf 
off fr m caring. I rem mber p nding th u and f h ur qu e tioning my elf n what 
mad me o unlik able. I fi It that if my own m ther couldn ' t tand me, I mu t be a 
eriou ly honible and hideou bea t. I left one day, wi thout warning, with no noti ce in the 
- middle of winter. I imply got off the bu in Hope, BC on the way for a school ki trip 
and made my way to Vancouver. o, not to a relative, not to a friend; I imply decided to 
start my own life . Today, I under tand my mother ' story, her way of knowing and being. 
Her lens was created through her own trauma and at the time I wa a child , she wa in no 
place to break the cyclical nature of abuse. Today, I recognize my mother 's trength and 
understand the sacrifice. I am sorry for all I did and the words that were exchanged that 
can never be taken back, for ruining moments and just being young, angry and 
completely and stubb01nly unforgiving. 
My father is a dreamer, an idealist and a visionary. He embodi es fain1es and 
under tanding, chari sma and empathy ooze from his pores. However, I don't remember 
him being around a lot when we were kids. I do, but it was like block times when we 
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w r w rking on the fi hing b at r n a famil ati n . 1 d n ' t reca ll u ha ing any 
r al fath r-daught r tim . I rem mb r h mg ff t get att nti n ; h e r, my way f 
getting attenti n a m tl nega ti ! I remember alwa w rking hard r, lifting heavi r 
1 ad than th th r fi hennen ' n - ridi ul u I kn w. In my wn defen e, at the tim , 
it m d lik th thing t d . 
I rememb r there wa alwa m ne with him. y dad i a man people ~ 11 w, 
hanging n t hi w rd , hi id a . I think he wo uld be 1 t when he came home. I'm not 
ure he had any idea f what wa g ing on th re . When he wa home th re wa a lot of 
partying and fi ghting. I remember ne night thi man that w rked fo r my dad wouldn ' t 
hut up . He was warned everal time . M y brother and I laughed, a laugh of nervou 
anxiety, as we watched our dad bring hi fi st down unto the top of thi man ' leg (he was 
sitting in a chair).The entire house hook, even the chandelier above his head moved. We 
thought, holy shit, that powerhouse of a human being is our dad. My brother has since 
passed; I cmmot look to him for reference of our childhood. When I think about the 
impact of being hi s daughter, I honestly think it was to prove I was tough and the best 
despite my gender. 
Ironically, these two very different people, my parents have been man ied for 44 
years. They raised five of their own children and countless others. They have buried two 
of their sons, countless friends and relatives and through it all have grown tremendously 
as individuals. Everyone's life has challenges, obstacl es, heartaches and succes es. I feel 
it is what we decide to do in those chall enging moments that determine who we are as 
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indi idual . I can a that m par nt ha 
adult li t h lping a man p pl a th can. I thank them b th ~ r tything, the 
good and the bad . 
why' f life. I h 
ecau e t da I ha an under tanding f th h w' and th 
accept, ~ rgi e, relea e and take owner hip er my wn 
action . I ch e t m life a an mp wer d D mal ; m one wh rec gmze h r 
trength and w akn e , omeone wh e pirit i healthy and intact, me ne wh 
r cognize h r wn and th r infinite p t ntial, and a me n who ha learned to 
accept her elf, tak c mpliment and e , ev n a k D r help! 
T.York and Furth 7 r Lij( Experience 
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Mo ing out ide the context of my family upbringing and my younger yea rs, I will 
explore my cunent employment and recount some of my journey fr m the time I wa 
twenty until now. I am cunently employed by two large agencies. In one capacity I am 
employed by the Mini try a,( Children and Family De, ·elopment (MCFD) on a contract 
basis as an addiction counselor. I have held this position for the past nine years. I am 
further employed, full time, as the Social Work Coordinator in the Aboriginal Education 
Department of School District 57, a po ition I have held for the past three years. Over the 
past fifteen years, I have worked in a variety of capacities with youth. The scope of my 
involvement runs along a continuum of service delivery. This includes, but i not limited 
to : connecting with high-risk street involved youth, co-coordinating youth leadership 
programs, diversity teaching, anti-racism and cultural sensitivity leadership and 
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uiTi ulum d m nt addicti n and trauma-ba d c un eling, ch trict ial 
W rk r and t aching in th ial rk Pr gram at a c mmunit 11 ge . 
a pra tieing ial w rk r I dh re t th o ·ia l TVork ode o.f Ethi , : 
l . cial rker hall maintain the be t intere t f the li nt a. the primary 
profe ional bliga ti n. 
2. cial w rker hall r pe t the intrin ic w 1i h f the per on sh or he erve in her 
or hi proD ional r la ti n hip w ith them. 
3. A cial worker hall carry ut h r or hi pr fe 
integrity and objecti ity . 
nal dutie and bli gation with 
4 . A ocial worker hall ha e and maintain c mpetence in the pr v1 n of a ocia l work 
service to a client. 
5. A ocial worker hall not exploit the re lation hip with a client [! r per onal benefit , 
ga in or gratification. 
6. A social worker shall protect the confidentiali ty of all profe ionall y acquired 
inf01mation. he or he shall disclo e uch info1mation only when required or all owed by 
law to do o, or when client have consented to di closure. 
7. A social worker who engages in another profe sion, occupation, affili ati on or calling 
shall not allow these outside interests to affect the social work relati on hip with the 
client, professional judgment, independence and/or competence. 
8. A social worker shall not provide social work services or otherwise behave in a 
manner that discredits the profession of social work or diminishes the public's trust in the 
profession. 
9. A social worker shall promote service, program and agency practices and policies that 
are consistent with this Code of Ethics and the Standards of Practice of the BC College of 
Socia l Workers. 
10. A social worker shall p romote excell ence in her or his pr fes ion. 
11 . A social worker shall advocate change in the best interest of the client, and for the 
overall benefi t of society . (B ASW) 
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Pri r t b gmnmg m are r a a ial \ rk r and w rking ith high n k and 
adjudi at d uth , I had th pi a ure f I an1mg mu h ab ut th fragdit of life thr ugh 
m w rk in h m car . h maj rit f the indi\ IUd al 1 pr idcd . crvic [! r were 
eni r and individual' r qu iring end f li.G care. In thi . role I I amcd 
important li.G n in luding the ignificance r digni t ' 1 vc, caring and th in c itable 
pa age f tim . W rking with th eld er! taught m that every nc had a st ry, had an 
ad cnture e peri n ed heartache, di app intment, had regret , mi. cd pc plc, wanted 
m m nt ba k and had d ne th b t th c uld wi th life ci rcum tancc . 1 believe th e 
m ment 1 wa privil g d t ·pend in thcr ' life mcm ri e and cuiTcnt vulnerability 
(vuln rability i an ym r n it rea ll y mean being brave and c uragcous) pas cd 
proD und knowledge to me. The awarene I gained greatl y added t my way of being 
and know ing. I leamed to recognize no matter h w much we wanted ituati on r life t 
be di fferent, we only had c ntr 1 ver our li e in any given moment, and tho ewe had 
loved and lo t were gone for good. No moment in time could ever be re- lived exactl y the 
way it wa once experienced. 
Before I had an inclination to be a profe ional I pent year kateboarding and 
hanging with bands. Traveling to the tate , seeing punk rock after punk rock h w. 
Going between the death meta l and skate cene , doing kate tour of alifomi a and 
Portland; pending counties hour at hina reek kate park and the Ivanhoe. However 
idl e and carefree, I had peri ds of cxtrem productivity, working on fi h boat , trave ling 
up and down the coa t to Alaska . I worked on fi bing boat three to four month a year 
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and th n pla ed. I uld kat wh n the ath r a g d and no b ard during th 
wint r. Li[i wa ar fr . t man p pl e I kn w rk d, but there in that nvir run nt, 
I 1 arned to £ rgi e, ace pt and lo e. I 1 arned the trength f friend hip , the imp 1ianc 
of b 1 nging and creat d n f the be t famili I ha kn wn. In thi family I learned t 
top ru·inking fr m the world, t tand tall and embrace my elf, and that I wa w 11hy. 
adly and unkn n t m at th tim , a 1 t f m y emoti nal progre and 1 ving 
my If would b undone through v ral hard , om time demeaning and painful life 
le ons. fter urvi ing what emed lik a ne er-ending barrage of negati vity, J feel 
em pow red and take nothing for granted. I peak my truth (except in matters f the heaJi, 
trange to be a powerful voice and trong for other and yet afraid to pi ck up the phone to 
tell a lover my feeling - that' the fear of rejection I till battle) . I don ' t acrifice my 
morals values and ethics to be liked or to get ahead. I take time to let people know they 
are important. I listen . I don't take myself seriously. I'm balanced, relaxed and self-
actualizing. I understand the fragility of life. I tell my children every day I love them. I 
accept I only have control over how I decide to think feel and behave. To me that 
recognition and my personal growth is the essence of the empowen11ent. I feel as a grown 
woman who has experienced a process of lived events, embracing both the positive and 
negative. Surviving the adversity and challenge presented, crying, screaming in a 
crumpled ball and then letting go; standing and progressing in a forward motion with a 
smi le on my face. 
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Don ' t g t me wr ng ther ar man , man thing I i h I did not kn w, and did 
n t p n n . ften m heart fe 1 h a [! r 1 t ab tra ti n of time wh n maybe I 
h uld ha e turned 1 ft, but ent ri ght. r pe pie I mi and till wi h w re till in my 
life. My li ed pen nee pr ide me ith tr ngth, under tanding and th ace ptanc 
that human e p acr a ntinuum that i hared and yet remain umqu e. 
No one can accept the real you, If you are not willing to accept yourself and Instead decide to 
ltand In an Invisible prison. 
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Data Collection 
• Purpo i e ampling 
• Profe , ional nowledgeable participants 
· Have worked with and adjudicated youth for a minimum of 5 year 
• oun ell r, 20 yrs experience 
· Aboriginal ocial Worker, 22 yr experience 
• Ab riginal ocial Worker o, ter Parent, 30 yr- experience 
• h ild Protection Worker, 1 Oyr experieince 
• Y W ran i ition worker 22 year experince 
• tructured interview 
•Transcribe data/member check for accuracty, addition , deletion 
• Purpo e narrative in erts directly into body of work 
•Journals 
· Personal reflection 
• Poetry 
• Memory data/self reflexivity 
• Literature 
• Family and profes ional dialogue fortran parency 
Figure 1 Data Sources, redibility, Validity and Tru tworthines Diagram 
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hapter 2: Method 1 gy: An under tandin , (and or a lack th r of) of my 
philo ophical thought: r ating my methodology 
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t phen o y (2004) in hi b k Th 7 I-! a hits of J-ligh~v E[{l eli\ ' 7 P eople tates 
"each of u tend t think that we e thing how they are, that we ar objective. But that 
i n t th ca . We ee th world not as it i , but a we are - or a we are conditioned to 
ee it" (p.36). I b li ve thi to be true, which i why I have ch en t write this thesi 
utilizing the methodology of auto-ethnography. uta-ethnography allow for the 
exploration and incorporation of the knowl dge I have garnered through my lived 
experience. Further, I am able t pass ionately explore and hare my philosophical and 
theoretical approach for why I believe my per onal and profe sional experience is valid, 
providing 'outsider 'with pertinent critical thought in helping children and youth 
navigate their social relationships and environment. 
Qualitative lnqui1y 
In order to provide insight into a larger cultural experience Denzin (20 1 0), Ellis, 
Adams and Bochner (20 11) suggest the responsibility of the qualitative researcher is to 
make the invisible visible and to incorporate personal experience and under tanding as 
authentic knowledge. The methodology of auto-ethnography "challenge canonical ways 
of doing research and representing other and treats research a a political, socially-ju t 
and socially-conscious act" ( lli , Adam & Bochner, 20 11 , p. l ). In adhering to the 
principal s of qua litative inquiry through my use of auto-ethnography, I have a 
responsibility to self and other . In having chosen to highlight my e pericncc and insight 
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int high-ri k and adjudicated youth I aim to rem ove the balance f fault from the 
indiv idual, and reate a repr entati n which dem n tratc the pathway and found ational 
pr e to iety' id nti ty lab l of ' high-ri k' . 
I believe that util izing auto- thnographic meth d logy pr vi le the larger 
audience a pathway to a ladd r, which lead t a window t peer into my li ved experience 
and the p pulati on of youth I currentl y w rk with. urther auto-ethnography 
. complem nt my writing tyle and allow me th fr ed m to project my journey and 
re earch in a highly per onalized and acce ible ma nner. The p cific moments or 
epiphanies in my journey that I have con ciously chosen to share are moments of 
tremendou impact and rea lization. 
Through the use of torytelling and poetry in thi the is I provide the reader with 
an intimate portrayal of the way I view and und er tand the world around me. I al o pull 
literature from a wide base of knowledge that range from my own ocial work di cipl ine 
to great li etary works which have inspired and helped increase my critica l thought. At the 
beginning of each chapter, I have included my paintings with quotes I have wri tten . 
Further, through combining extensive research with my lived experience, I feel I provide 
a solid pathway to provide greater insight to the youth and the professiona ls who work 
with them , to understand the proce of becoming one of the you th I would work with. 
I am sharing insight into parts of my lived xperi enc that would otherwi have 
remained unknown, save for tho e pre ent in the moment . In doing o, I have discovered 
I have an ethi cal responsibility not only to the popul ation I work w ith, but to myself. The 
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qu tion of how much I hare f my b ing and m y e p ri nee ne d t be kept in heck 
£ r my own pr t ction. In ch ing t hare my k.nowledg r garding ocial w rk with 
tr ubl d y uth, I ha written what I b lieve wi ll pro id a deeper und rstanding and the 
rec gniti n f the li ed exp ri nc f the children and youth I have worked with. 
hang tate " the writing pr ce oke elf- r fl ecti n and lf-analy i through 
nanative which he lp the reader c mJ are and c ntra t th ir li v with th e of the self-
nanator" (p.41 ). T he cur ion of writing my th ught ha b en a journey in it elf and 
adds to th evoluti n and co ntinual tran fonnati n that i my life . Writing ha becom e a 
full circle event that has broken me down, brought t ar to my eye from memori e I had 
stuffed so far away. I have felt both pain and lib rati on, hame and pride. I feel 
Shake peare best sum up the confus ion I have witnessed from youth and experi enced on 
my JOUrney: 
To be, or not to be: that is the question: 
Whether ' tis nobler in the mind to suffer 
The slings and an ows of outrageous fortune, 
Or to take mms against a sea of troubles, 
And by opposing end them? To di e: to sleep; 
No more; and by a sleep to say we end 
The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks 
That fl esh is heir to, ' tis a consummation 
Devoutly to be wish ' d. To die, to sleep; 
To sleep: perchance to dream: ay, there 's the rub; 
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come 
When we have shuffl ed off this mo11al coil (p .l 088) . 
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' To b r n t t be" are the imm rtal w rd f hake peare, poken in Hamlet ct 
cene 1. nly hake pear kn w what he meant by th infam u word and the 
accompanymg tanza. In my limit d c p of und r tanding, hi w rds to m e are about 
choice. hoo ing to e i t r n t and in ch ing exi tence, what will that exi tence be? 
For the purpo e of und r tanding elf, in relation to the ut ide world , I u e thi pa age 
in criti cal ref1 ction to mean: Where do I fit in? When d I fit in? Having con ciously 
made the choice to li ve and t mbrace, ometime with grea t reluctance, thi s 'mortal 
coil ', what i the under tanding I take from m y life's adventure? Have I found m y 
purpo e? ven more appropriately, not all youth I work with have chosen to embrace life, 
orne end it; wor e, orne live end in violent death at the hand of other . hake peare 
may seem out of place in a soc ial work the is, but I feel the pa sage aptl y fits in a po tic 
portrayal of struggle. 
Chang (2008) suggests that auto-ethnographers have to dig deep into their 
personal lives and memories in order to make sense between self and soc ial environment. 
All that I am, at thi moment, has been created through the ubj ective reasoning and 
meaning I have applied to my lived experience and interactions with the outside world 
(both real and perceived) . In choosing to examine myself a subj ect, I have opened 
myself to criticism and allowed my thoughts and experiences to be critiqued. Opening 
myself up to both the admiration and judgement of others. This poem is my crea tive 
express ion of the risks I associate with having chosen to share my person and belief 
through auto-ethnography. 
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Th r i n t but a m ment that I wand r 
Wh lam 
H wll am 
P rc pti n br k n thr ugh illu ion 
Lo tin ncept idea 
ome to bi g to xplor what do I 
nder tand 
How do I under tand ? 
What make en e? 
I don ' t know 
F r I often feell t and mall 
Th w rid i big 
Idea o large n t even the famed library 
Of Alexandria could hold them aU 
ach unique, individual 
Subj ective to their interpreter 
Ideas and theori es have their followers 
And yet even more criti cs 
Who will be mine? 
To question my authenticity 
My way of being and knowing 
Does doubt detract from my experience? 
I suppose not, but I have allowed myself the vulnerabili ty of being een 
To be interpreted in others subj ectivity 
A specimen in a glass, on di splay 
At the mercy of others 
A sample to be examined 
In a tangled web of experiences and 
Thoughts 
That became words weaved by my own hand, 
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My und r tanding int rpret d 
H w t expre the being I have been 
I am and ha e y t t bee m 
I truggle to find a label that fit 
Perhap cc ntric and progre ive 
Yet perhap tuck and ridged mor aptly applie 
Wh redo I fit? My thought swirl fa t at time I fi ght, my mind 
To balance the w ight fit all 
Thought , m re hadow waiting to take form 
My creativity truggle to fit within 
framew rk and low the proce s 
f finalization 
Yet it i my lived experience and internal courage 
That pr pel me forward, naked and expo ed 
Comforted in the 
Thoughts and form that i ME 
In his book, The qualitati1 •e man[festo: A ca ll to arms, Denzin (20 1 0) brilliantly 
outlines the revolution that is qualitative research: " The open ended nature of the 
qualitative research project leads to perpetual resistance against at1empts to impose a 
single, umbrella-like paradigm over the entire project" (Denzin, 20 10, p.l5) . In my 
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writing and understanding of my thought process, Denzin 's aforementioned line ha been 
a blessing to remove batTiers that intetTupt and create discomfort. Further, Chang (2008) 
sugge t in auto-ethnography every piece of "writing refl ect the di spo ition of its 
author" (p.l 0) . There are moments in my writing where I feel my creativi ty will be 
misunderstood , and have wondered if 1 am sacrifi cing some of me as I trive to channel 
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my creati and ab tract th ught pr ce ing down a linear path in rder to fit in and me t 
what I ha e en 1 1on d t be the e pectation f the acad m1 community. 
n of my new qualitati ere earch her ' i Maria Mayan. Mayan boldly state 
in herb k E entia/ of Qualitati1 •e Inquiry (2009) ''When me ne criticize qualitative 
inquiry, I laugh and thank them D r the compliment .. . In qualitative inquiry there is no 
uch thing a a bia ed ampl . . . . we deliberately eek out bia ... bia i exactly what we 
want to hear about" (p.l9) . Thank you Maria! How can In t love thi quote when I am 
writing, alth ugh ba ked by alid theoreti ca l re earch, a subj ective interpretation of 
moment in time which cannot be rep atcd. 
Critici m of the auto-ethnographic method are numerou ; orne claim that 
qualitative research in and of itself i too ubjective. (Mayan, 2009; Denzin, 201 0; 
Chang, 2008). Ellis, Adams and Bochner (20 11) tate: 
Consequently, auto-ethnography is one of the approaches that 
acknowledges and accommodates subjectivity, emotionality, and the researchers 
influence on the research, rather than hiding from the e matters or a suming they 
don ' t exist. . . scholars began recognizing different kinds of people posses 
different assumptions about the world- a multitude of ways of speaking, writing, 
valuing and believing and that conventional ways o[ thinking about re earch were 
nan-ow (p.2). 
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A adernic M th ad 
amp/in and S lection 
the meth d 1 gy of auto- thn graphy begin by focu ing on th re earcher a 
ubject, I go from ploring my elf xc lu ively t examining my pro~ ional interaction 
within a p ific p pulati on. Fur1h r, t uppl m nt my subj ecti ve experi ence I decid ed 
to conduct intervi w with ther pr ~ from the field of ocial work. The e 
profe ional have e ten i e ocial work experience withirr the ame youth population. 
Par1icipant to b intervi ewed were elected thr ugh purposive sampling . I choo e 
purpos1v ampling a thi method: "a llow the re earcher to hand pick the sampl e 
according to the nature of the resea rch probl em and the phenomenon being tudied .. .. 
purpo ive ampling i often the sampling method of choice in qualitati ve studi e , where 
generalizability of the results i le s important" (Marlow, 2005, p. 138). 
Through purposive sampling I selected five professionals working with high-risk 
and adjudicated youth for a minimum of five years. In actuality, their coll ective 
experience spans around eighty-five years. Prior to conducting individual interview , 
each of the participants were contacted and provided an information letter regarding the 
research, and a form to sign consenting to their participation in the research proces 
(Appendix). Van Den Honnard (20 12) supports the use of nan atives in qualitative 
research stating "re earchers that use nan atives understand the centrality of stories in the 
way people under tand and talk about their live " (p. l 52) . My end goa l of conducting 
interv iews and directly inserting pati icipant' s nan atives into the body of research wa to 
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nhance th quality of the re earch and t pr vid the reader with deeper, richer and 
gr ater ub tanti e in ight int the oc ial nvir ru11ent within th targeted and specific 
youth populati n . 
In formation athering 
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c ording to hang (2008) when u ing auto-ethnography the majori ty of tex tu al 
data r ult from " fi eld n te , j urnal , and interview tran cript .... official docum ent , 
per onal writing and publi hed literature'; (p.67). My per onal re earch data originated 
from my j ournal co llection and per onal narrati ve includ ing poetry, pictures and 
memory. In an effort to provide context into what I perceive to be a eriou ocial ju ti ce 
issue, I worked exi ting academic literature into the body of my the i to structure and 
ground my experience fin11l y in academic research. Chang describes the u e of existing 
literature in auto-ethnography a a mea ns" ... to gather infonnation on the physica l, 
political and historical context of your li fe ... that enables you to contextualize yo ur story 
within the public hi story" (p .ll 0). 
The purpose of conducting interviews and insetiing pmiicipant nanatives was to 
"provide external data that [gives] contextual infonnation to confirm, compliment, or 
reject introspectively generated data" ( hang, 2008, p. l 04 ). 
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Int n i w Proc 
nc the con ent to pat1i c ipate wa igned, indi idual participant selected th 
time and pl ace th y wo uld like to m et t nduct th int rv iew . The intervi ew proce 
wa xciting! During each indi idual interview, the participants were each a ked a et of 
ix pre-d termined and identica l que ti n ( pp ndi ). I further a igned each participant 
an alia identi ty. The p udonym' were a ~ llow : crate , thena, Maa t, Herme and 
Brigit. I cho e the e nam~ ba ed n my admiration ~ r ancient philo ophy and the beli ef 
and strength as ociated with the god and godd e es f old . l tape recorded each 
interview and then per onally tran cribed th data. Pm1i cipant were provid ed with the 
option of removing them elves from the proces at any time, which none did . Further, 
participant were asked if they would like to review the transcribed data. I fee l it 
important to note that no participant chose to review their transcribed interview. I 
conclude that the research pa1iicipants trusted and understood that I respected and valued 
their voices and thoughts. However, I have been notified that several are looking forward 
to reading my completed document. 
Authenticity 
Traditional means of testing the reliability, validity and rigour of research 
originated with quantitative methods. Quantitative inquiry aim to te t "objective theories 
by examining relationship among vari abl es" (Creswell , 2009, p. 4) . In oppo ition to 
quantitati ve methods, qualitative inquiry aims to understand the subjective meaning of 
the experi ence of individuals and groups in relation to a oc ial prob lem ( r swell , 2009) . 
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Ther D r , the traditi nal m an [! r mea uring quantitati re arch d not apply in the 
am context D r qualitative re arch d ign . Denzin (20 l 0) highlight th notion that 
qualitative inquiry i not written under one all-enc mpa ing" d ' eye vi w that 
guarantee ab olute method logical ce11ainty" (p , 24) . urther Wall (2006) ugges t that 
th fr edom f the re earcher to u e their vo ice throughout the re earch pr ce 
pr ci ly what i needed t move re earch int a more a ce ible and authentic realm: "if 
the re earcher . . Ol C 1 mitted fr m te t, the writing i mere ummary and interpretation 
of oth rs work" (p .3 ). 
Elli , Adams & Bochner, (20 11 ) pro vide clarity on reliability in qualitative inquiry 
tating " for auto-ethnography que tion of reli abili ty refer to the author ' credibility" 
(p .7) . In my research, credibility would be hampered had I relied solely on memory 
recall. Instead I have substantial referenced material in conjunction with personal 
experience and under tanding, and I believe substantive depth i added through the use of 
inserting the narratives of the research pa1iicipant 's interviews directl y into the body of 
my research. I cannot underscore how valuable the research interview where in adding 
fmiher authentic voice and insight into the cultural realities facing the children and youth 
population as outlined in my thesis. I further beli eve credibility would be hampered if I 
lacked the insight and personal life experience, mixed with education and professional 
know ledge, to interprete my findings. 
Validity in auto-ethnography means re earch " ... work eks to evoke in r ader a 
feeling that the experience described is lifelike, believabl e and possibl e" ( -< ll is, dam 
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and Bochner, 2011, p . 7). In an effi rt to increa validity, I have invited the reader into a 
w rld th y would perhap a th rwi not entered. Furth r, by the baring of my 
authentic voi e I ha e provided intimate in ight int my per on, my b lief: , my way f 
being and kn wing .In ch ing to writ an autoethnography, I have cho en t be 
vulnerable. In an f[i rt t bar inb rmati n, I had tow rk thr ugh my own trigg ring 
2 
xperience and continually criti ca ll y r fleet n my lived proce and under tanding. For 
the purpo e of my r arch, I have intended t provide detail and in ight in an ffort to 
further help 'out ider ' have an increa d under tanding of the below urface attribute 
and larger ocial tructure present, and influencing the ' in ider ' emotional and ocial 
development. To remove the burd n of failure from the individual , I want to provide 
those on the ' in ide ' of the cultural group presented in my research, an opportunity to 
increa e their own knowledge and und erstanding of the structures, social ystems and 
family environment have on their current life situations. 
Generalizability in auto-ethnographic research differs from the idea of 
generalizability in other types of social science research. In auto-ethnography, the term 
generalizability refers to "readers , and is always being tested by readers a they detennine 
if the story speaks to them about their experience" (Ellis, Adams & Bochner, 20 11 , p .8) . 
In an effort to minimize generali zability, and increase transferability and reliability, I had 
several professionals working with the same youth population read over my material a it 
was produced. I al o had indiviudals unfamiliar with the materia l read my thesis to 
determine: 1) could I engage them; 2) wa I able to evo ke an emotional re pon e; 3) 
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w re they without th du ati nal and pr fe i nal background able to gain acce to my 
way fund er tanding. Furth r and th mo t e citing part · I read e tion of my r earch 
to they uth that I ha e w rked with ov r th 1 ng term, two year or more. They uth 
wer m m rized by the material· urpri ingly, they wanted me to read m re and I had 
c mpliment fr m the taff a t the p itive impact my tory had on the youth . everal 
ocial w rk pr fe ional ha e read and alidated my work, uggesting it is a great 
teaching tool. I further had my m ther read th materi al t get a feel for her 
interpretation of my childho d and upbri nging. he liked the work, fe lt it held accuracy 
and led to a great di cu i n on breaki ng cycle and interpreting how she was rai ed and 
what she originally thought parent ing meant. 
I feel it important to note that what doe not com e acros in the process between 
interview and transcription is the passion and dedication each of the research parti cipants 
expre sed in their tone and body language. I would be doing the pat1icipants, the youth 
and myself a disservice, if I did not say there wa a general sense of frustration at not 
being able to make the world a kinder and more fo rgiving place for the youth and their 
famili es . 
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Ethi App roval 
appli d to the Re arch and Ethi Board ( ) and rec i d a letter granting me 
approval [! r my r earch. I further c mpleted the Tri- ouncil cour on research thic 
twice, receiving a certi fica te b th time . 
4 
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hapter Three: Rai ed in ha 
In thi chapter I pay clo e att nti n to th hom environment f chi ldr n rai ed in 
p 11y and iol nc . I highlight the oc ial no 1m of th ir family and the c mmunity a I 
believe y uth ar b rn into a pre-exi ting cui ture f dy function and through the process 
of their normative cultural upbringing they become the label of ' high-ri sk ' . unng my 
year f work exp rience, I have noticed and witne ed patte111 in relation to the fa1nily 
and ocial n ironm nt . The e youth were rai ed among t ocial i ues outside of their 
contro l and were unabl e to bridge the cultural gap to succe sfull y navigate the dominant 
cultural nonn . The overall aim of the chapter i to demonstrate that what i learned as 
nonnative within the home environment sets the early stage fo r children to absorb the 
dysfunctional characteri tics of their social environment. 
Gabor M ate in his ex ten ive work with the resident of the Downtown Eastside 
further highlights the notion of individual dysfunction as being out ide the control of the 
individual. I have included this quote to stress the importance of a tabl e, structured and 
nurturing family home enviromnent when you ' re little and trying to make sense of how 
the world works: 
The question is never "Why the addiction?" but "Why the pain?'' The research 
literature is unequivocal: most hard-core substance abusers come fro m abusive 
homes. The majority of my skid row pati ent suffered evere neglect and 
maltreatment earl y in life. Almost all addicted women inhabiting th Downtown 
astside were sexually assa ulted in childhood, as were many of the 
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m n ... r id nt t 11 t n e of pam up n pam: rape, b ating , humiliati n, 
r J cti n abandonm nt, r lent! haracter a a inati n . A children th y were 
obli g d to witn iol nt re lati n hip , elf-ha1ming li~ pattern , uicidal 
addi tion f th ir parent or they had t lo k after ibling and defend them 
from being abu ed ven a they them lve endured th dail y violati n of their 
own bodie and ul . (Mat , 200 , p . 34 ). 
Brigit: .. . When the tudents I had worked with previously would be broken into, 
the protocol would be to go to the police and file a report and try getting things done 
through the justice system. The families that I work with now, in the lower income 
bracket, that protocol is not followed. They do their own justice. They do their own 
investigation, the family the Uncles they find out who wronged them and they deal with 
it. There is not a whole lot of trust in the system. 
Culture 
I have chosen the fo llowing definition of culture from Sardar and Van Loon 
(1997) who state: "culture is that complex whole which includes knowledge, beli ef: , art, 
morals, law, customs and other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of 
society" (p.4). Further, Mead (as cited in Sardar & Van Loon, 1997) said: "cul ture is the 
learned behavior of society or a subgroup" (p.5). Culture is the primary len through 
which we v iew the world . Culture is all around us, it is constant and alway present, tim 
erving to fonn the found ation of our world view. 
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During my r earch I ha I an1 d the tenn cultur ' i cont t d a t what a 
ingl d finiti n f th w rd mean . p nding n p r pective and c ntext th w rd 
cultur in and of it elf i an ab tra t t nn de cribing multiple a p ct f life and 
g n rati nally tran mitted inti rmati n (Kral, ar Ia, ber Ma d, utta & T dd , 20 I 0). 
Forth purpo f my re earch, I fe 1 it i important to tate I am not u ing the term 
culture fr m a mb lie r thnic tandpoint. In tead, th t rm culture i being u ed t 
exmnine th family and imm diate c mmunity enviromn nt that hi gh-ri k and 
ad judi cat d youth are born into. ngar (20 11 ) ugge t the grcate t influence pertaining 
to a child ' ucces , or lack of, directl y correlate with the immediate influence of the 
culture in ide the home, e p cially "early parent-child interac ti on , (p .2). Further, Wang 
and Ro (2007) view culture as a y tem fi ll ed with dai ly ritual and routines. 
My work experi ence and the stories I have heard fro m the youth remain 
consi tent. Unfortunately, the followin g excerpt from The Repre entati1'efor Children 
and Youth s (RCY) Report titled Paige s Story is an all too common experi ence: 
The fir st removal took place when Paige was eleven months old , after she had 
been left alone locked in her mother 's apartment while her parent were having a 
night out on the streets several blocks away. She was retutned less than a month 
later under a Supervision Order, but was removed temporarily and returned to her 
parent twice during the next seven month . Protection concerns centered on the 
parent 's transient lifestyle, drug and alcohol use and dome tic violence (May 
2015) . 
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Th re 1 ld m a deviation int a nonnati e o ia l e p rienc on i tent with th home 
n ir nment that a y uth f pri il gee p rienc . !though I rai e my children alone as a 
ingle par nt I con ider my children to be rai ed in privileg . Why? My children have 
lov , nurturing, tability, b undarie , independ ence, tructure, [! od and the fr edam and 
ncourag ment t e plore th w rld from a afe pl ace, wh re mi tak s are m t with 
under tanding and guidance. 
In w tern oc iety' indi idu ali ti c culture, 9ominated by neo-con ervative 
politic , uc e and failur are looked at a bel nging to the individual. Too often, 
environment, community and ocial tructure are exc luded from publi c crutiny. 
Camilleri and Malew ka (1 997) & Rogoff (2003) uggest children are molded and haped 
by the social environment in which they are raised. A child 's primary social 
environment (culture) affects and detennines all level of social, cognitive, emotional and 
physical development. Mishra and Singh (2008) furth er contend that children, in 
particular social groupings and or environments, will acquire the attributes associated 
with the social nonns of that parti cular group and or environment. 
Repetti , Taylor and Seeman (2002) highlight the importance of a child 's early 
years in their overall physical hea lth and cognitive development. During the fo rmative 
years of childhood development, children learn if and how they can depend on the people 
and the env ironment to supp011 their emotional and safety needs. Children raised in 
chaotic and unstable environment will naturally absorb the characteri tic demonstrated 
within their family and their larger social environment (Repetti , eeman & Taylor, 2002). 
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ngar (20 11) highlight th n ti n that children play a far ma ller r 1 in th ir 
own succe than initi ally th ught ugg ting the daily b havi r and cial interaction 
childr n experienc from r lati n hip with caregi er crea te the foundation for a child 's 
ocial interacti n aero their life time. hen, Wu and ond (2009) furth r point t the 
culture within the child ' itn m dia t en ironment, including th fa mily hom , a a major 
determinant D r a hild ' ucce , tating " in th fac of family dy function, maladaptive 
elf- iew and dy fun tiona! world iews c ntribute to p or probl em- lving, in-turn 
evoking a sen e of help I nes " in the child ( hen, Wu & Bond , p .134 ). 
The cultural norm of the family and their larger oc ial environment, whether 
po itive or negative, form the foundati on through which the child view the world . In 
measuring risk fac tor fo r youth, home enviro nment and corrJJTiuniti es are hi ghlighted as 
a major determinant of ri k (No1man, 2003) . The Alberta A lcohol and Drug Abuse 
Commission (AADAC) published a study (2003) titl ed Youth Risk and Protective 
Factors. In the AADAC study (2003) cmnmunity risk factors include but are not limited 
to, community social norms that promote ubstance use, cultural di senfranchi ement, 
impoverished neighborhoods, low parental expectations and low teacher expectation. 
Protective factors can include caring and supportive community, h igh expectations of 
youth, community sponsored activities and counter-educational messages. 
Maat: . .. the institutions that we look at like education and custody centers ... front line 
workers really need to build one-on-one support . . . and too build better 
relationships .. . allow the youth to have an equal voice and participate in making the 
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change for themselves. I fo ter children (over 22 years . My hu band and I did not 
engage in substance use we did a lot of cultural activitie and we always involved the 
youth in that. I think that building the on -on-one rapport and howing kids how 
important they are .. . and working from a trength based place . .. re pecting the child and 
youth and recognizing they are a good p r on goes a long way to building their self-
esteem. 
onnan (2003) define high-ri k youth a coming from poor ingle parent 
famili e , having an incarcerated and or addicted parent, living in poor communitie , 
involvement with ocial ervices, involvement with the yo uth ju ti ce system, dropping 
out of high chool , and coming from a 'minority family ' ; all of which takes place outside 
the control of the individual child . Contrary to western society 's individuali stic thinking, 
there is little to indicate the individual, in this case youth, a having con ciously made the 
'choice ' of ' failing' . In addition, Swahn and Bossart (2008); Brook Numara and Cohen 
(1998) suggest 'high-ri sk youth ' report having less family, c01rununity and school upp01i 
than average youth. The research highlights the myriad of circumstances outside the 
control of the individual child as playing a major deten11ining factor in their success . 
However, I continue to witnes ystems at work to change the individual child, wi th li ttle 
to no work being done on the famil y as a whole. 
Athena: Poverty would be the biggest barrier I come into for all families that I work with, 
especially the youth. There are barriers to access services, capacity issues for 
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under tanding options for erv1ce the criminality drug and alcohol i sues that are 
directly related to the pove1ty that they come from. The high risk youth are pri1narily 
using some form of substance both drugs and alcohol and they all come from povetty. I 
think the belief y terns or ocial norms are all imilar to orne varying degrees. The 
youth are struggling with pr judice, they are truggling with capacity to understand and 
make change in their en ironment and they are all academically in a lower bracket than 
their peers. 
A child ' chaotic background t m from the frenzied oppre ed en vir nment of 
the fmnily and community wrought with tres ors uch as poverty, addiction and 
violence. Often overlooked i the fact that many children and youth never have the 
opportunity to be children, regularly finding themselves in adult situation with limited, if 
any capacity for coping (McCreary Center, 2008) . Family stressors are situations which 
arise outside the control of the child, but the child is directly and negatively impacted 
through those circumstances. This is not to blame parents, but to recognize the impact 
family and environmental stressors have on children and to ftuiher work to build bridge 
which help families collectively heal. 
My critica l reflection circa 2006: 
I grew up tomboyish on a fishing boat, played sports, skateboarded for y ar . An11 
wrestled, fought and drank away my problems. During thi time, I did not feel 
oppressed or disrespected . I was not empowered . I felt misunder 'tood . I attributed 
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my unent tate t my wn failing . I b li ved I wa m n wh wa not 
worthy and d erving f anything diff~ rent. I did not und er tand trauma nor have 
th languag to d cribe trauma. I did not know the how' and why' of my 
mother ' ppre ion. I did n t rec gnize the cyclical nature and full affect my 
childhood upbringing had on m . 
I had no tru realization of the verall , w rid-wid e pli ght of women or 
until I wa on the street , that other childr n w re abu ed and lo t. I lived in ' April 
land ' and wa a force unto my elf. When II ft home it was not to take order 
from anyone or to b treated poorly. I wa front and center, on top of everything I 
did . I' ve always had tremendou empathy and recognize other 's emotional need . 
At the same time that per on I was could be cold and distant. I could love and hate 
in the same moment, wa lk away and happily move on to the nex t exciting 
opportunity with little recognition of the impact my actions had on anyone. 
Today I recognize I was constantly in survival mode: think ing, thinking, and 
thinking. Prepared and ready for the next battle. It wa not until I became both 
physically and emotionally sober and a mother that I awoke to recognize the 
nature and depth of my own traumas and oppre sion . In my past I' ve bonded with 
and loved men, felt uncomfortable around women. Today, I would not trade my 
girlfriends for anything and keep men at a hea lthy and comfortable d i ta nce. 
Upon entering the in titution of higher learning, my fee lings of 
worthi es nes and pwvoscle sne s began to fa de and take shape a ' concret 
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c n pt . Th und r tanding of th hi t rica! and g n rational trauma which had 
a hea pre ence, but e i ted in hadow n my pathway b gan to take shape into 
one pt and term like em tiona! abu e, trauma tran mis ion po t-traumatic 
tre di rder, cycl of abu . I d n t b li v I could have ex1 erienced my 
p r onal awak ning and tran [! rmati n had I not comprehended the nature of my 
own ppre 1 n. nder tanding the hi tory and p ychology behind my 
e penence chang d the inten1al per pective f my journey, from one of failure to 
one of trength and re ilience. 
Viol nee in the Hom e: Characteristics of a Battered Moth er 
On any given day aero anada, 4,273 women and 3,361 children are seeking 
helter from dome tic violence situations (Statistics Canada, 2009). According to Gelles 
(2005) the family is ociety's most violent institution. He uggests an individual is more 
likely to be assaulted in their own home than anywhere else. Walker (2009) identified that 
being born a woman is a maj or contributing risk factor for experiencing domestic 
violence. Further, Walker (2009) suggests women lean1 to adapt to nerve-wracking 
events which allows women and their children to function in stressful situations. 
According to Hennan (1992 a, 1992 b, as cited in Perez-Testor, Castillo, Davins, 
Salamero & San-Martino, 2007), battered women can suffer comp lex traumatic 
syndrome, which share characteristics associated with p t-traumatic stress disorder and 
includes an unhealthy idealization of the abuser, disassociation and prolonged depre sion . 
The oppressive environment experienced by batter d and psychologically abu ed women 
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create p r nality chang that er ly affect elf- te m and alt r th 1r per p ctiv of 
Ph i al abu a v1 lent ac ti n which m t often, take pi a e ecretively in ide 
the h m . Here the witne s t the vio lent tran gre ion are the abu cr, the victim and 
the children . Phy ical abu d 
injurie infl ct d by th aggr 
n t alway remain a ccret; eventually the brui e and 
r bee me vi ible. n the ther hand , emotional and 
psychologica l abu e I ave 111 i ible wound and car . In tead of vi ible and tangible 
damage t the body, the ffec t of emotional abu e ar carri ed ilentl y on the inside of the 
recipient. Figure 2 repre ent a cenario highlighting the everity of ppre ion 
experienced fro m psychological abu e. For women, the invi ibl e nature ofp ychoJogicaJ 
abuse creates a heightened level of danger a they begin to doubt their own anity. Once a 
woman begins to doubt her anity the abuser is able to ga in the ultimate type of control 
(Jacobson & Guttman, 1998, as cited in Sabina & Tindale, 2008) . Unfo rtunately, due to 
the invisible nature of emotional abuse, the abused person( ) often presents to outsiders 
an impression of instability or over- sensitivity. 
In my personal experience of living with emotional abuse, I can look back at 
situations where subtle things were said . So subtl e nobody but me would have known, the 
knife the words can-ied as they sliced my heart and stabbed my spiri t. Yup , I have to ay I 
appeared to those around me as irrational, over-sensitive and unstabl ! (Ironically, after 
counseling, and reluctantly examining the skeleton in my closet). With the h lp of a 
counsellor I began to realize the significant male in my life, shared many per onality 
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chara teri tic with my mother. Through th pr c of healing I learn d becau I had 
1 ft hom at an arly age and had n t repaired my primary relati n hip with my m ther, I 
wa still eking the validati n of my worthin . I wa working to fi a relation hip 
which wa m tionally damaging and ppre ive and a pl ace I did not belong. Here i a 
further journal entry d cribing how em ti ona! abu e ~ I : 
Your deceit run deep . Y u I av n time~ r car to hea l, before the ca bs 
are ripped off to exp my already raw and fragil e em tiona! tate. I want to 
leav you b hind. You cheat, you lie, you manipul ate, and aim t it eems w ithout 
thought. It ' a if you have no con cious at all. It eems a if you are obli vious 
that I am a being with feeling , a if I am a ghost. You wa te no time in tearing me 
down, in a constant attempt to reduce me to nothing. I am continually stunned by 
your cruelty and apparent lack of remorse for your action . The worst part is your 
justification as you seek to blame me fo r your choices. It is exhausting to have 
you around. You are needy. I cannot continue to fee l responsible for your mental 
health issues. You have made loving you impossible. How can you be so obliviou 
to the hurt? I suppose your narcissistic, borderline personality disorder all ows you 
to go tlu·ough life feeling no guilt, like you are the victim of a large con piracy 
meant to make your life miserable. 
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INSIDE IHt.: HOUSE, WE SAT DOWN IN THE DINING KUUM. I t> I ILL 
HAD MY BR.ACELEi ON. BRIAN WOULDN'T SPEAK TO M,.. _ _.., 
( IS THERE' SV 
ANYTHING 
YOU'D LIKE? 
Go=:Pft~0 
Figure 2 From Dragonslipper and my own under tanding of Psychological Abuse 
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B ing trong-will d and ha ing th ability t per e ere are b th strength and weaknes 
of my hara ter. I ha e a tend ncy to 1 k at b tacl a ituation that I ca n alway find 
a olution to . In thi relation hip I would think I found a lution only to rea lize it wa a 
fa yad and a Band- id . ne 1 on I learn d i that my abili ty to empathize with others 
i both a gift and a cur e a many time mpathy ha kept me trapped like a bird in a cage 
with her w ing clipped. Today, empathy remain a trong foundati n of my character, but 
I ha e developed a lid under tanding and appr ciati on of boundaries and healthy 
detachm nt. 
Th fac t that I tayed and fought~ r that re lation hip is embarra ing to the 
woman I am today. I' m embarra ed that I allowed another human being to treat me like 
garbage. I 'm embarra sed that I let my elf get lost and fo rget so many beautiful qualiti e 
about me. This particular situation i one li fe event that my younger self could not 
foresee. Had I stayed among my social group with people who loved me I know thi 
relationship would have never happened. However, although the relationship was 
harmful it was also, ironically, one of the best things that ever happened to me. Life is so 
full of contradictions. This relationship statied me off to university, allowed me to fi nd 
my voice, drove me to the brink of insanity and kept me caged like an exotic pet in a 
coma for eight years. However, this relationship gifted me with my children - the greate t 
joy, purpose and sense of belonging I have ever known. I wa meant to come together 
with thi individual to have my ons, and for that reason I will alway lo e and wi h their 
fath er well on his life's joun1ey. 
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I ha a k d my lf if I had th pp rtunity tog back t my childh d and help 
th littl girl I wa r c gmz her worth and th reby hang her path, would I d that. The 
women typing thi i not ur he wo uld . I pent many f my y unger year tud ying 
pe pie, getting I tin the fan ta y f n el , b friending all th kid nob dy el e wanted 
to pl ay with, que tioning the rea n for human ex i tence, e pi ring phil ophy, reading 
c mic , dreaming, dr aming and dreaming. The rea lity i by walking my path exactly a I 
hav , I have de loped a n f purpo e, my pa ion run deep and I have my own 
unique and reati ve way of moving thro ugh thew rld . Further, I get to be the m ther of 
Benj amin and yli . For that gift, I w uld change nothing and endure a thousand time 
more! 
According to Covington, Burke, Keaton, and orco tt (2008), 55% to 99% of 
women with concuiTent diagnoses, a mental health di sorder(s) and addiction, have 
experienced trauma from abuse. Women experiencing violence have an increased 
likelihood of engaging in self- destructive behaviors, particularly substance use, leading to 
an increased probability of continuing to experience domestic violence (Cov ington et al. , 
2008; Noll 2005; Colman & Widom 2004; Delsol & Margolin 2004, as cited in 
Covington et al. , 2008). Unfortunately, the reprieve sought by the individual is often 
another unhealthy doorway leading to further self- destruction and disap pointment. In my 
experience, fighting one's way to sobri ety, ba ttl ing through the demon in one' mind and 
completely changing one's social enviro nment is no t an easy ta k. No one, woman or 
man, want to live in an abusive situati on. The rea lity is, we as profe ional can read 
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th ory on h !ping indi idual crea te change, but if we d n t und r tand the proc f 
b coming a lab 1 in a ca fil , we can actu ally create damag and hamper an individual ' 
ability to m forward . the individual truggle t cope with th demon that xist in 
th ir mind and their bed. When e periencing abu e it can m like yo u' re li v ing in a 
toilet bowl and that toil t bowl i your dail y liv d xperi ence. nfo1iunately, a Herman 
(1997) ugg t , women are per uaded to tay r comeback to an abu ive relationship 
"not by threat , but by apologi , ex pres i n f love, promi es of refonn, and appea l t 
loyalty and compa ion" (p.79) . 
Women li ing in dome ti c violence situations face varying degrees of abu e, 
which extends along a continuum ranging from violence to maltrea tment. Frequentl y, the 
abu e being experi enced is attributed to an indi vidu al intemal problem belonging to the 
woman, rather than the aggressor ' intent. Sadl y, at times individuals will cite their own 
behavior as reason for the abu e taking place (Perez-Testor et. al, 2007) . Self-blame and 
removal of responsibility from the aggressor happens as abused women have damaged or 
severed personal relationships, which includes losing their identi ty and relation hips with 
themselves. As the abused woman experiences direct limitations with socia l contacts 
outside of the family, social isolation is both a consequence and a risk fac tor. Social 
isolation decreases the likelihood of obtaining exten1al emoti onal support (Hennan, 
1997). 
The following is a poem I wrote several years ago after some difficult 
rea li zations. I beli eve the poem carries meaning for anyone who ha been deceived in 
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matter of th h art and truggle with ace pting th r ality and thu doe n t take 
inunediat acti n t break a de tru ti pattern. 
Typically w rd f1 w ea ily 
Today gagged by an em tiona! pri on 
Within a mind to e hau ted t di tingui h 
The forked t ngue b hind th mile 
trength dimini hed a the deceiver 
Deliver r e to di gui e th tench 
f guilt and hame 
Defea ted he receives them 
aught up in the fa<;:ade she mistake for change 
he will let him have her 
Over and over aga in 
Her choice to ignore reality 
Bleeds her of dignity 
He bonows her money and in the morning 
With his swea t still upon her 
His cell phone rings a quick shower and he is gone 
Once aga in she sits alone in her own di gust 
She laughs, devoid of emotion at the irony 
She realizes she just paid $200 .00 
For sex that wasn ' t very good 
What about th e children 
When a child live with an adult caregiver and is expo ed to aggre sive yell ing 
and demeaning language the env ironment remains unpredictable and lacks wam1th . 
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hildr n li ing in unpr dictable, non-nurturing and tr inducing ituation are 
n ider d t li e in a high-ri k family n ir run nt. Through n fault of their own, 
children rai ed in high-ri k family en ir nment are at gr ater ri k fl r phy ical and 
mental health pr blem a r th ir life pan (Repetti , man & Taylor, 2002). 
Depanfilli (2006) fm1her ugge t that children wh in their home environment are 
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expo ed to dome tic vi 1 nee will u ffl r adv r e long tenn outcome including increased 
ub tan e u ing, incr a ed pr bl ms with int r-per onal violence in relation hip , and an 
increa ed lik lihood of pa11icipat i n in delinquent and criminal behav ior . 
Trauma- ba d r earch ha produced increased literature outlining the effects that 
early childhood negative li fe event have on an individual ' future pathway toward 
cri1ninality and poor overall life choice (Shami e, Lawrence & Hood, 2003 ). What 
positives and /or negatives the mother is experiencing directly affects her ability to be 
present for her children. In my experience interacting with the mothers of high-ri k and 
adjudicated youth, the mother 's limited capacity to create change in her life bleeds into 
the cycle of the youth 's behavior. I don ' t believe the negative cycle is a question of love. 
I believe the inability to be full y present in their child 's li fe is a result of the mother ' 
long term, overwheln1ing state of oppression. In my experi ence engaging with the 
youth 's mothers, women/mother( s) are living in situations where they fee l powerle to 
make change. Further, the system is often not conducive to supp011 the change they want 
to make. I believe individuals become stuck in tangled sti cky webs of tmmoi l, 
experiencing fin ancial and emotiona l poverty and uffocating in personal despair. In thi 
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w b, th individual ca1U1 t h lp th m el let al n par nt with th em ti nal pre ence 
and th tability nece ary t help th ir children develop th ocial and emotional t 
required to navigate th ir ow n ocial and emoti nal environm nt . The following is a 
po m I wrot during a time I felt tu kin that tangl d ticky web of tunnoil. 
Falling into de pair 
Mu t find a way ut 
Plea e d n ' t ink 
Wh re is the di vergenc 
t di trac t from the black.ne 
boulder heavy 
Posture b nt 
Don ' t look up 
Keep eyes down 
Look at the flo or 
How long will it Ia t 
Please not long 
Please let it stop 
The betrayal runs deep 
Who is that woman in the mirror? 
Is that me? 
I need a drink 
Can 't 
Probably won ' t stop 
Swallow the pain 
Accept your nothingness 
My children 
Their eyes look at me 
They hurt, I see and fee l it 
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Damn y u t hell 
11 that remain ar ph t graph 
ele cept :D r a funeral 
Morr tti and raig (20 12) ugg t n r a on for f, cu ing on the mal rnal ver us 
the paternal relation hip with th hild i that "children are more frequently expo ed 
t .. . mother primary rol a attachm nt fi gure ... mother hape the d velopment of their 
children ' capac ity for elf-regulation" (p . 6). If the child ' mother i experiencing any 
type of abu e, addiction , mental health and/ r extreme tre or , what the mother is 
experiencing dir ctly harm the child . The child i aff, cted, experi encing neglectful 
parenting, tres , anxiety and limited or poor nurturing. In my experi ence working wi th 
high-ri k and adjudicated youth, often the paternal or fa ther fi gure is ab ent. Primarily the 
paternal influence consi ts of a revolving door of unstable, often violent and emotionally 
abusive men. Margolin and Vickerman (2008) & Depanfilli (2006) further hi ghlight the 
notion of domestic violence as an " invisible violence" (p.613). In these unstable 
relationships children learn they are not valued. In my work experience, situations of 
parental violence and abuse are the nonn. 
According to the work of Huggett (201 2), youth who become involved in the 
criminal justice system have been tremendously impacted by all a pects of their socia l-
cultural environment. In his description of working with adjudicated youth fo r over 20 
years, Huggett (20 12) describes the yo uth as having been rai ed in family environments 
where they have experi enced a severe absence of emotional SUJ port and nurturing. 
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Hugg tt (20 12) fm1her pre nt the argument that a punitiv political appr ach, oupled 
with media t r typing and en ationali m, a t a a negative cataly t further demonizing 
th alr ady marginalized youth , creating banier and preventing a c mpa ionate and 
rehabilitati apJ r a h when dealing with youth in the ju tice ystem. 
Juby and Farrinngton (2001) tat :"the more di ruptiv life events a child 
experience , th more tr ful and damaging will be the effect " (p .25). hildren raised 
in home where in tability, br ught on by violence and additional ocial tre or , is the 
nmm grow up with a myriad of cia] and emotional problems. Evidence sugge ts that a 
child' expo ure to inter-per onal vio lence is cunently being recognized a a precur or 
for post-traumatic stre s disorder (Margolin & Vickerman, 2007) . 
Margolin and Vickerman (2007); wat1z, Waddell, Banican, Andres and Gray-
Grant (20 15) add to there earch literature on youth exposure to violence, stating that 
"youth exposure to violence occurs at high rates . . . occurring in 30% of homes where 
children reside with two parents" (p.613) . The high rates of youth exposure to violence is 
further substantiated by Hamby, Finkelhor, Moore & Runyan (cited in Margolin & 
Vickerman, 2007); Straus& Gelles ( 1986) as the authors highlight, the reality that not are 
youth witne ses to violence, over "50% experience direct corporal punishment". The 
violence and the levels of violence being experienced inside the family home are often 
unknown to anyone outside of the family. The negative con equences of expo ure to 
v iol ence including, physical abuse, sexua l abuse, emotional abuse, and witnessing 
domesti c violence have been well-documented (see Arellano 1996; Browne & 
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Finkelhor 1 6; Kendall-Tack tt t al. 1993; Lelunann 2000; Veltman & Browne 2001 
[! r r v i w ). In an abu iv h me env ironment, childr n and y uth experi n e treme 
em tiona! d i tre a the parent( ) ar viewed a bo th the pr te tor and the cau e o f the 
violence (M argo lin ick rman , 2007) . 
Mitchell and Finkelhor (2001 ) a cited in hami e, aw rence & H od (2003) 
found that early xp ur to iol nc of any nature had a prol ng d and n gati ve ef[i c t 
on childh od d el pm nt. In addition , earl y childh od expo ure to violence is lis ted .as 
a predictive factor for individual to perpetrate violence into and through adolescence and 
early adulthood . For example, Figure 3 present a vi ual caption of a child ' experi ence 
when living in a house where violence is part of the nonnal dail y experi ence. 
During my early years wo rking with adjudicated youth I met a young m an 
incarcerated for extreme violence. Hi behav iour was violent. Every ituation he 
perceived to be a threat or that he did not understand was met w ith violent reaction 
These reactions ranged from physical harm to se lf, others, aggressive posturing or 
threatening verbal outbursts. During one of our individual sess ions, he thanked me for the 
kindness I displayed towards him, at which point he chose to describe one of his 
childhood m emories. H e told me how almost daily he w atched his dad " bea t the shit out 
of his mom". 
One time during dinner, he remembered him hitting and hitt ing her. H 
then picked her up and smashed hi s mom tlu·ough the glas tab le. H e described 
feeling powerles . He could not he lp, so he left the house crying and spent the 
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night nth roof of th 1 mentary cho 1. He aid h had n wh reel to go and 
n on ga e a hit. 
I th ught long and hard about hi hildhood upbringing with no hug , no nurturing, and 
e tr me 1 vel f c n tant tr . Hi y ung life wa wr ught with tre r and vi lence. 
In hi fmnily vi olen e wa nonnali zed and an e 1 ected part f the family culture. He wa 
not taught empathy. In t ad h wa taught to hat and underst od violence a an expected 
behavior and n rmalized t rm of communicati n. Love meant hurting, lov meant 
weakne , and love gave omeone el e the power to de troy you. He did apologize to me 
for ill b havior, but aid, " I don 't know anything el e. I did not grow up normal " . As he 
continued to talk I could see the little boy he once was; a boy with hope and dream of 
change. We both knew I could not wave a magic wand and give him the life that he 
should have had from the day he was born. What I could give him was a safe pace where 
he could feel valued and worthy for a few short hours a week. Living inside him, with hi 
demons was a thoughtful young man that took the time to make my children origami 
swans, and asked me with anticipation and a smile, how the boys liked them. I let him 
know they loved them and for a brief moment I saw the darkness fade . 
Norrnalization and Role Modeling of Maladaptive Behavior 
The boy hit his brother, the dad slaps the child a he yell s "don' t hit! " That i a 
scenario I have heard about and seen played out time and time again. erious ly, I am not 
above intervening in situations when I am out and about in public . ften my tactic is 
humour. I tend to find that humour or recognition of the stre s diffu e the behaviour of 
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b th th adult and th child. en u ly, w all get tr ed. I believ a par nt not n of 
u i ab mg ur c mp ur nc in a whil , but it ' how we handl life with our 
children and familie n a daily ba i that det rmine our childr n ' ability t learn 
healthy adapti e cial beha iour . 
Socrate : "The impo1tance of profe ional people working in the live of high ri k 
youth is to be there for the youth to believe in their dream and goals and being there to 
help the youth find a way out. I am a tructural ocial worker; therefore I see the 
structuTes as failing the youth, not the youth as failirig ." 
When adult model the exact aggre ive and violent behaviour they' re attempting 
to get their children to stop, what are the children learning? nee childr n leave the 
home enviromnent and enter the much larger social tructure called school, the 
behaviours that are normal to the family and home envirorunent are not welcomed or 
tolerated. In school , the behaviours that have been learned at horne have children being 
disciplined, labelled and blamed for the very behaviours role-modeled to them from birth. 
Gardner & Patterson (cited in Chamberlin, 2003) state that: 
Low parental involvement and harsh discipline have been shown in 
everal stu.dies to increase in childhood di ruptive behavior. High levels of 
childhood disruptive behavior (e .g. noncompliance, temper tantrums, and 
defi ance) put th hild at ri k when he or she i later exposed tor gular 
interactions in p er group (p. 7). 
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tre s/fightlflight/freeze 
5 
unstable h me environment 
Impulsive reaction /immediate 
threat response become the 
norm 
Figure 3 My own diagram to express when violence is the n01m. 
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Brigit: Social norms ... they [youth] feel that getting an education isn't really that 
important, that there are y tern out there that will help them. That getting an education, 
obtaining grade 12, getting a dogwood and going onto college is a dream for other 
people. They don t see it as impo1iant. They deem that being up and ready to go the next 
morning as huge ... being hungry or having food in the house to bring to school is 
something that they find as privilege most of the ti1ne. They experience, not all, but 
alcohol and drugs play a big prui in their lives, with the student or in the lives of their 
parents. They also ee a lot of violence and then deal with their own issues aggressively 
at school. There is not a lot of thinking things through. They act impulsively. I believe it 
comes from the family. When I deal with the parents it is very much the same ... 
Katz (n.d) in his documentary titled Tough Guise is convinced that violence as a 
concept and images of violence or violent act is continuous in all forms of media, and 
that society has further socialized violence and violent behavior into a cultural and social 
norm. As I have worked throughout my career, predominately with adjudicated and high-
ri sk youth, violent responses to alleged wrong-doings is recognized among this peer 
group as a normative and expected respon e. 
Hermes: The biggest social nonn is their reputation, social status. How they look 
to their peers ... if smneone says they just got beat up recently, in regular society you 
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would go to the police . . . they are not going to the police ... they would grab friends and 
exact re eng e .. 
ne t enage y uth, who I had worked with for ov r fi v y ar de cribed to me 
how h wat h d hi mother get h r hand br ken becau e he f@#ked over her ' bo '. he 
wa elling and u ing m r of the dop than her profit would cover. he wa in for a few 
hundred bu k . Th youth did not pre ent a outwardly up et, he imply aid , "and what 
did he think wa g ing to happen. he know better and has been warned before. Really 
he' lucky that' all that happened. I know she 's my mom, but he ' a junkie first; she 's 
always been lik that. I'm just glad they didn ' t make me do it. " 
His story has stayed with me to this day. 
• One: Because of hi innate and matter-of-fac t explanation of the situati on. 
His voice did not change and his face showed no express ions, actually he 
kind of chuckled at one point, called her a dumb bitch and said she's 
always been like thi s. 
• Two: Because of his realization that his mother 's dependency on the dope 
was so strong that the expected and delivered violent respon e was not as 
threatening as the pull or need to tay high. He let m know that' why he 
was taken and raised in group hom . 
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• Third! : ecau h a d cribing t m th unwritten and ultural rule 
and r le f hi en ir nment. 
Th re 1 an unwritt n Ia taught t th y uth I w rk with fr m birth , a de ply 
mb dd d de f i I n . Th re will b n p li e in e ti ga tion, n reta liation, becau e 
th a ti n i een within the c mmunit t fit th ' crime' . Jn thi ca e, it wa u ing m re 
f th pr duct than pr fit y u ' re g i ing the dea ler. In ac tuality, accord ing to the tandard . 
fwhat con titut riminal a ti ity et by main tream ciety, multipl e crime take pl ace 
dail in the n ighbourh d f the yo uth J w rk with which are never reported. I have 
c me to recogni ze that i becau e by the cultura l tandard and under tanding o f how 
their community functi on , the e act are no t c n id red crime . If there i a perceived 
wrong-doing or line cro ed, omeone el e (typica ll y a family member) tep in and that 
per on( ) i dea lt w ith according to the rul e of the neighbourhood . What i experi enced 
within the ub-cultural group as non11ati ve ocial behaviour i labell ed by dominate 
ociety a organized criminal behaviour. 
Maat: I think that working here in Prince George, I see the gang involvement and 
the negative relation hip compared to the more positive relationship that young people 
should have. I think in order to fit in within the gang sphere; they still hold a place within 
the gang, instead of with then: families .. . sometimes the family i in the gang. 
Hooks (2000) fu rther highli ght the aforementioned theme 'child ren arc products 
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f th ir en ironment ' . Thu , if childr n are taught i 1 nc in the hom and in the 
corru11unity, th y will in itably e hibit the beha iour that hav been taught to them a 
n 1111ati e. H ok (2000) tat , ' that parent n d t 1 a111 t parent in n n-violent 
way .. . and link iol nc t patriarchal thinking" (p .66) . Katz (n .d) highlight the 
ma culinity of i lenc , bringing to light that boys and m n are taught the way to get 
power i by di re pecting other . nder tanding patr iarchal thinking i an important 
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a pect of und r tanding the nature and rol that oppres ion play in ociety. However, as 
Brym (200 1 ); Hooks (2000) ugg t, the role and exi tence of patriarchy often goes 
unnoticed by poli y maker . Ironicall y, socia l policy i ty pica lly not made by tho e 
requiring th services, but by other concerned with an economic ituation of fi cal 
respon ibili ty, completely removed fro m the everyday lived experi ence of the recipient of 
the service . 
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hapt r F ur: ttaclun nt and motional D vel pment 
Th [! 11 wmg 1 a qu te from ab r Mat ' (200 ) In the Realm of flungry 
Gho ts . r m th D 11 wing caption repre nt a piv tal moment f powerle ne . ne 
where no matter h w much, a a pr fe nal, new uld like to change the reali ty for 
anoth r per on we are powerle to do and thu can nly be pre ent in the moment 
and ofD r upport· then w mu t let go and hope for the be t. 
"You ' r hurt." ' 'I'm d va tated . I have never felt o unwanted in my whole 
fucking life." Ye , you have, I think to my elf. Y, u have alway felt unwanted. And 
desperate a you are to offer your baby what yo u never experienced a loving welcome 
into thi world - in the end, you ' ll give her the arne mes age of rejection (Mate, 2008, 
p.67) . 
Athena: The high risk youth all come from poverty ... they are all struggling with 
prejudice, they are struggling with a capacity to understand and make change in their 
environment and they are all academically in a lower bracket than their peers ... they 
struggle to access services, and capacity for understanding options for services. 
Socrates: I'm structural social worker who believes that it is the stJ.uctures of 
society that are failing and not the youth themselves. 
In this chapter, I discuss the important ro le early childhood attaclunent has on the 
development of an individual over their lifetime. Under tanding the p1imary role that 
attachment plays in a child 's ability to form socia l and emotionally hea lthy relation hip 
across their life span is pivotal when working with high-ri k and adjudicated youth . A 
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di cu d in hapter , high-ri k and adjudicat d youth are c ming from high tre s 
n ir nm nt wr ught with tr or including, but not limited to addictions, violence 
and po erty. In my perience the va t majority of y uth I hav worked with did not 
b gin life in tab! and nu11uring en ir nm nt . In fac t the majority of youth are in and 
out of fo ter ar , g ing fr m placement to pl ac m nt and then home, only to be removed 
again . The r ul t of un tabl e arly li fe e perience for youth mean that the ability to 
form early e ure attachment r lation hip are di rupted r n n-exi tent. Con ider the 
following excerpt from the RCY from the report titl d Paige' tory: 
... Paige' liD was a ca e tudy in chao . By the time he was 16, she had moved 
no les than 40 time , between re idence with her mother, fo ter homes, 
temporary placement and helters. After her mother moved them to the DT S 
(Downtown Eastside) ... Paige lived with her in thi toxic environment and moved 
another 50 times May, 2015 , p .6.) . 
The ability for a child to develop healthy attachment bond earl y in life is primary 
for the healthy development of emotions across the lifespan. According to the 
Attachment and Trauma Netvt ·ork, ATN (201 5) hea lthy attachment begins in the womb 
with a mother that is not experi encing chronic stress or engaging in substance use during 
pregnancy. Further, early attachment happens when the mother immediately interact 
with the new born infant, responding to immedi ate need in ca lm and soothing manner. 
By attending to the immediate needs of the child and ca lming or lessening distres., a trust 
bond begins to fonn. 
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Th r ult fa tru t b nd i an infant leam their need will be met and b gm to 
1 arn the pr ce f regulati n and d velop tru t ~ r other . ll infant will develop an 
attachment relation hip . H w ver, the 1 vel f attachment is determined by the security 
and tability of the nnecti n creat d with the parent/caregiver. n xample of the 
Attachment yc le i pre nted in Figure 4 and 5. The formati on of early attachment 
relation hip impact a child ' overall ocial moti nal development and understanding. A 
child ' early attachment pr c detennine their level of re iliency t]u·ough their 
life pan. Poor atta hment i directl y linked to nega tive peer affili ation and con idered a 
maj or ri k factor fo r future adverse life experi ences (Fergusson & Horwood, 1 999; 
Ungar, 20 11 ) ook, Blausti en and va n der Kolkfurther (2003) tate: 
Attaclunent relationships provide the caffolding for the growth of many 
developmental competencies, including the capacity fo r self- regulation , the afety 
with which to explore the environment, early knowledge of agency (the capacity 
to exert influence on the world), and early capacities for receptive and expre sive 
cmmnunication. The child caregiver relationship can be the source of trauma and 
lor it can be greatly impacted by another type of traumatic exposure; therefore 
many of these critical developmental competencie are disrupted (p .8). 
Brendtro & du Toit (2005); Brym (200 1); O'Leary (as cited in Baro n and Bryne, 
Maisel and Raeburn (2008) define attachment as involving a "child ' int n1alized 
representations and understanding of what con titute an emotional re lationship, based on 
interactions with caregivers" (p.54 ). 
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Figure 4 Infant Trauma Cycle 
Figure 5 Infant Attachment Cycle adapted from TN (www.attachu .org) 
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Bar nand Bryne (2000); Berk (2004) beli eve healthy infant d v lopment i 
contingent upon an infant ' ability t b nd in a p itive manner with a primary caregiver. 
Furth r , ok lau tein and van der Kolk (2003) highlight the important and significant 
impact that arly b nding relation hip have n the overall ocial and em tiona! 
d v lopm nt of the child . It i during their early relationship with caregiver that the 
"context in which children develop their eadie t m od Is of elf, other, and self in r lation 
to other" (p . ), take place. 
Attachment theory de cribe three levels of attachment: secure, in ecure avoidant 
and in ecure ambiva lent. The e attachment style are u ed to expl ain how children react 
emotionally to a parent or caregiver in a number of different social contexts. ook, 
Blaustien, Spinazzola and van der Kolk (2003); Berk (2004) defin es Bowlby' three 
levels of attachment as foll ows: 
• Secure attachment: Suggests that infa nts will explore the world by using 
the caregiver/parent as a secure base. 55-65% of infants di splay thi s type 
of attaclunent. Responsive caregiver provides stimulation and cue , 
supportive envirorunent able to internalize regul ation. 
• Avoidant at/achmenl: Infants are not in tuned and or unresponsive to the 
caregiver/parent. 20% of infants di spl ay this type of attachment tyle. 
Infants do no t di spl ay signs of discomfo ti when the caregiver/parent 
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1 a · they do n t ru h t greet caregi er/parent upon r tum. Ha been 
a ociat d with a r j ecting car giver. 
• R i. /ant A /tach men/: Infant want to be cl e to the caregiver/par nt 
befor he/he lea e . 10- 15% f infant di play thi type of attachment. 
Intere tingly, they eek clo ene pr - eparation, however, are angry and 
re i tant to car gi er upon caregiver/parent return, and are hard to 
com~ rt. Parent too pre-occupied, di tre ed to deal with the child . 
J¥hy i ear~v at/achm n/ so important? 
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Van D r Kolk (20 11 ) in hi ex ten ive work a a founding member of the Na tional 
Child Traumatic Stress Netvt·ork, contend that children living in environments which 
lack consistency and predictability will fonn an insecure attachment bond with 
caregivers. Consequently, as a result of insecure attachment the child further fail s to 
develop the necessary predictable rhythmic brain p atterns required [! r healthy 
relationships and social interactions. In essence, the child 's brain fa il s to develop with the 
same emotional and social abil ities of a child who has a stable predictable enviro nment 
and a secure attachment with a nurturing, present and attentive caregiver. 
In a foundational developmental proces called minoring, children lea111 to 
recognize emotions and develop empathy by reading and mimicking the emotional 
signals present on the faces of their caregivers. M irroring is a pivota l developmental 
process, where the brain builds and ca talogu an understanding of emotion and social 
interactions based upon the fac ial express ions o f caregiver and individuals pres nt in 
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their nvirorun nt (van der K lk 2011 ). Mate (2009) and van der K lk (20 11) tres 
caregi r and pr fe ional ne d to under tand the maj rity of human brain 
dev lopment take place out ide the womb. The brain develops in conjunction with 
interaction and r lation hip that take place b tween infant and their caregiver ; 
meaning a child ' brain i con tructed and develop hea lthy brain circuitry ba d on 
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tability pr di ctability, nurturing and the c n i tency demon trated by th se caring for 
the child . A child doe n t develop em tiona! compet ncy and empathy via osmo i , but 
in dir t relation to th ir relati on hip experi ence a a member of a larger family system. 
The human brain is a ocial brain, requiring a compl ex proce of developmental 
staging requirements. The d velopment of brain circuitry foll ows a pattern of stages. 
Mate (2009) further articulates the concept of developmental staging by de cribing the 
process of the brain circuitry fo r ight. He sugge t that if a child is kept in the dark for 
the ftrst ftve years of life, the child ultimately will not learn to u e their eyes. 
Subsequently, even after exposure to light, the child will be unable to see and will go 
through life blind. Mate (2009) further highlights the circuits in the brain, as 
understanding and fonning social relationships fo llow the same pattern a ight. If early 
predictable, stable and consistent nurturing from a caregiver is absent, the child fa il to 
develop the necessary brain circuitry for under tanding social interac tion , with elf and 
others. 
There is a strong con-elation between childhood and parenta l stress (Mate, 2009; 
Ungar, 2011 ; Pen y & Szalavitz, 20 1 0). Mate (20 1 0) fu rther suggests if children are 
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xp cted to dev 1 p into h althy functi ning adult th y require a non- tre ed, 
motionally pre nt, con tantly a ail able parent ancl/or caregiver. nything le s and brain 
circuits fail to develop the nece ary requir m nt [! r healthy emotional development. 
Mate (2009) highlight the fac t the child ' brain c ntinu to develop out ide of the 
womb , with th majori ty f the brain circuitry for emotional development occurring in 
the fir t thr year f life; further reinforcing the imp011ance of the culture pre ent inside 
the famil y. gain , M ate (2009); P rry and zalavitz (20 1 0) re- iterate the concept of child 
brain developm nt a being a combination of an infant' experi ence and interaction with 
the environm nt and depends heavily on ocial interac ti on with caregiver . There is a 
direct link between the abili ty of a child to function as expected in an environment like 
school, and what they have learned in their home. 
The developmental outcomes fo r infants and children living in environment with 
the absence of stabili ty, nurturing and consistency as re earched by Elgar, Knight, Worrel 
and Sherman (2003) found an increased link between poorl y/insecurely attached youth, 
substance use and juvenile delinquency. Elgar et. all (2003) fu11her stress that a fai lure to 
develop early strong social bonds creates tremendous difficul ty fo r a child to fmm 
healthy social bonds in adulthood. In addition, Moore (20 1 0) highlights that an 
individual's need to form hea lthy soc ial relationships i a universal human requirement as 
powerful (or more so), than the need for food. If the social requirements of the ind ividual 
are not met, the result is impainnent to the psychologica l development of the individual, 
coupled with an inability to properly form and or understand ocia l relationship a a 
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whol . In my w rk we will often e a hild di play di ruptive behavi ur but what we 
unaware f i the pr ce that happen d [! r the child , which re ulted in the ob ervable 
behaviour. Figur 6 pr ide an e ample of how ob ervable attribute (what we e ) 
differ from unob erva ble attribut (what i invi ible). gain, an observation that I have 
mad i we attempt t change the hild ' individual behaviour a being absent fr01n th 
influence of the family and h me environment. Human being are social creature living 
in a ociety ba ed on int raction and under tanding f elf and others. If a child fail s to 
properl y develop the brain circuitry requir d t ucce full y naviga te the emotional and 
social world, the con equence are compounded. Kendall (2 006) uggests the inability f 
the child to under tand and fo rm posi ti ve peer relation crea te greater social rej ecti on in 
school , which in tun1 increa e ri k fac tors for lowered elf-es teem, poor peer 
socialization, and increased substance use and aggression. 
Repetti , Taylor and Seeman (2009 ) reminds us that good health begins early in 
life and through the attachment relationships children form, is built the foundation of 
their emotional security. Prior to unravelling my personal journey and then working in 
youth custody where I interact with traumatized and addicted youth daily, I would not 
have been able to make the link between behaviour, home enviroru11ent and re earch. The 
commonalities present in the youth cannot be ignored, the lived proces and how each 
youth experi enced childhood is di fferent, but the theme remai n consistent. My question 
was always why? How is it possible for so many youth to nd up in cu tody? Th theme 
of their current behaviour include, but arc not limit d to: exhibiting li ttl e to no empathy, 
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di p laying aggr ive b havior, engaging in regular and prolong d ub tance u e, 
r peat d hi t ry f arre t , n table cial relation hip , poor peer affiliation , and 
li1nited if any family upport. In c njuncti n with the them pre ent in they uth ' 
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CUlT nt ircum tan 
addiction, and in 
ar the commonaliti e in their childho d of pov rty, vi lenc , 
ment with hild welfare erv ice . The fo llowing excerpt from The 
R Y rep rt on Pai e: St01y pre ent the ocia l and emotional consequences of being 
born into vi len , chao and add iction: 
hildren who have been m altreated are more likely to develop emoti onal, 
behavioura l and p ycho logical problem . The p ychological effects or "trauma" 
... include i olatio n, fear and the loss of ab ility to trust others. Long tenn 
consequences . .. include alcoholism, drug abuse, smoking, suicid e and certain 
chronic di ea e .. .. (M ay 20 15, p . 5). 
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Figure 6 My way of displaying Observable and Unobservab le attr ibute 
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Socrates: Trauma is alway around high risk youth; trau1na is always around, especially 
with Fir t Nations youth. They have had as many as 4-5-7-8 deaths in their families and 
not from natural cau es. Many of the youth I have worked with experienced childhood 
trauma. They have witnes ed violence or they have had violence committed against them. 
Trawna i alway around. It i important for profe ionals to have trauma-based 
under tanding in their practice. I've worked with high risk youth for roughly twenty years 
now on the street and I can honestly say I have not worked with youth who have come 
from good table home . Mo t of the youth have been impacted in orne way by 
addictions, mental health, poverty and oppression. 
A part of my regular practice I wi ll work with youth to identify a minimum of 
one person they feel attached to. I'm sorry to say more often than not they struggle to 
identify a consistent person who is not a paid professional. There i no one positive, no 
one to help them naviga te their environments. Yet, fo r adjudicated youth conditions and 
expectations are placed on youth which if there is fa ilure to comply with the expectations 
result in consequences. Yes, there is the argument of choice, but I counter the notion of 
choice. Choice denotes options. I beli eve a happy, healthy, stable individual will more-
often-than-not make choices based upon what does not incl ude criminal activity, drug 
addiction and causing or crea ting purposeful hann to others. On the other hand, what 
constitutes choice when one's brain fa iled to develop properly due to one' early 
chi ldhood social environment, and for a brain that ha been hard-wired not for healthy 
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relati n hip but for urvival. 
Emotion and Emotion Regulation 
N ain1 ( 1997) describe emotion a " a complex p ych logical event" that 
encompa s the whole b dy (p.40 -409) . Human being perceive the out ide world 
through the fi ve en e of ight, mell , t u h, ta te and hea ring. The information received 
by the en e travel directly to the brain , which compute the informati on and creates 
and understanding of one' external world . The brain ha an internal regul atory center 
call ed the limbic y tern which i pecifically designed to regul ate emotion and tore 
memone . 
The ability of a child to emotionally regul ate occurs through the proces of 
interaction and intervention of others. Children will learn to manage external stimuli in 
socially appropriate and adaptive ways depending on their social envirorunent (Morris, 
Silk, Steinberg, Myers & Robinson, 2009) . Therefore, if a child experi ences an internal 
emotion like anger and is unable to emotionally regulate or name the emotion, he/she will 
subsequently experi ence an externalized behavior. Please note the externalized behavior 
is what is visible on the outside. Individuals will respond to what is visibl e and ignore th 
internal process experienced by the child which i the root cause of the behavior. An 
exampl e is provided in Figure 7. Lochman, Powell , Whidby and Fitzgerald (2006) 
beli eve youth di playing aggre sive b haviors have impaired and limited cognitive 
functioning which furth er inJ1ibits thei r ability to emotionally regulate. 
The ability to self regulate emoti ons is a lea rned behav iour. Imagi ne how a child 
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wh i rai ed in a h me where tre sor related to p verty, abu ive relati n hip , mental 
h alth and r addiction i ue are prevalent. H w will th car giver have the pati nee, 
tability and con i tency required to r le model and teach their child h w to understand , 
manage and c pe with em tion and cial environm nt? Morri et. al. (2009) highlight 
th fac t regarding h w a par nt 1ew their own emotions and how they feel about 
emotion directl y affect the child ' emoti onal development. The repercu 10n for a child 
unable to regul ate em ti on noted by the Nationa l Traumatic Stress Netvt ·ork (NT N) 
a one of the m t dangerous ri k fac tor fo r children. Further re earch indica te 
[That a]. .. child who experi ence erious emoti onal di ffi cul ty face grave 
ri k of school di fficulty ... Children who have di ffi culty paying attenti on, 
following directions, getting along well with other and controlling nega tive 
emotions of anger and di stress do less well in school. .. emerging research 
suggests that the relationships that children build with peers and teachers are 
based on children 's ability to regulate emotions in a pro -social versus antisocial 
way ... Psychologists fi nd that children who act in anti ocial ways are les likely to 
be accepted by classmates and teachers (Raver, C., 2003, p . l .). 
I value and appreciate the work conducted by the NTSN. I feel the need to highlight the 
language used "children who act in an anti-social way" i deficit-based wi th a focus on 
the individual. I fee l we should be constantly highlighting the environment and the 
proce s that has created the attached label. I believe if we want to further social ju tice 
for children and yo uth , attention and focus mu t examine the whole environment and not 
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the child a om h w eparate. 
Th importance of und r tanding the factor involved in healthy brain 
development and attachm nt with parent and caregivers cannot be undersc r d, given the 
fa ct emotional elf- regulati on i n t an in tinctive autom atic re pon e. Instead, emotional 
elf-regul ati on d vel p in infancy and refer to an individu al ' abili ty to adjust one' 
emotional tate t a level of c mfort de pite environmental fac tor (Berk, 2004 ). Heine, 
Koehler, beet , Hoffer and Huchze)meirer (2 00 1) defin e emotional regulati on as the 
concept of a per on ' abili ty to regulate negative emoti on to reduce feelings of 
emotional distre . Morris ilk, teinberg, Myer and Robinson (2009) build on the 
definiti on adding, "emotion regulati on consists of inte1nal and extem al processe , 
involved in initia ting, maintaining and modulating the occurrence, intensity, and 
expression of emotion" (p . 2) . 
Berk (2004) emphasizes that stable individual di fferences in quality and in ten ity 
of emotional reaction, otherwise known as temperament, are related to early interaction 
with parents and caregivers. The Na tional Child n~aumatic Stress Nef1-t ·ork (2003) 
suggests that infants and children are at a greater r isk fo r inadequate development, 
particul arly if they have experienced a ca regiver who is unpredictab le, unreliable and 
unresponsive to the needs of the infa nt and or child . Chamberl a in (2003) fUJiher uggest 
parents undergoing regular stre s have less available time to respond to the emotional 
needs o f their children; thu infa nt and children living in chao tic and unstable families 
demonstrate a limited ability to self-regu late emotions. 
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The lack of an emoti nally pre ent, stable uppotiiv and con i tent caregiver i 
detrimental to the o er-all moti nal devel pment of the child (Repetti, Taylor & 
eeman). Mai el and Ra burn (200 ) tr the role of the parent in teaching the child to 
emotionally regulate, d vel p n e of elf and control impul e and b haviors. In 
addition, Morri , ilk, teinberg, Myer and Robin on (2009) highlight that children 
lean1 motional regulation in three way : "Ob ervation , parenting practice and behavior 
related to emotion regulation. Thirdly, emotion regulati n i affected by the emotional 
climate of the family ... sty! of parenting, family ex pres iveness and the emotional 
quality of the marital relationship" (p.2) . The research highlight the fact that children are 
a direct product of what they ee, feel and experience in their environm nt. I believe 
greater empha is andre ources need to be directed at helping to both emotionally and 
financially suppmi families to raise healthy and happy children. The issue is convoluted 
and dire in my experience working with youth in a custodial setting: 
[Unfortunately] .. . impulsivity and a lack of internal regulation are 
commonplace . One cannot overlook the fact. Many adjudicated youth are 
experiencing cogni tive deficits as a result of parental circumstance during 
pregnancy. Adjudicated youth are facing a myriad of issues . Often 
experiencing cognitive deficits, patiicularly Fetal lcohol Spectrum 
Disorder (FASD) . Youth have experienced a consistent environmental and 
cultural theme, which includes parental and family addiction, violence and 
poverty. 
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I rem mber working with on youth· everely deregulated both par nt were addict . 
Thi y uth ' early upbringing wa primarily c nfined to a playpen or tied up in the 
ba ement hungry. Thi young per on i constantly in and out of jail, ha ub tance u e 
1 su , poor ocial kill , limit d cognitive ability, limit d ability to elf-regulate and 
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poor impul c ntrol. Thi youth fe I per onall y r pon ible for what he i told i hi 
continu d 'failure' . This youth i further taken advantage of by peer , u ed and beaten up . 
chool i a place the youth ha never experi enced ucce . Thi youth ha tri ed 
un ucce sfully a a teenager to live with each of hi parent . In my opinion, the 
' reunification ' has proved extremely detrimental to his emotional and mental hea lth as 
the primary problem in the home have not been dealt with and both parents have violent 
tendencies and remain in active addiction. My question is: Given the process of hi life, is 
anybody shocked that he found himself in jail and that he has tri ed to cOJnmit suicide? 
Who is responsible for this? He acts out, he i arrested, he is put in jail. Where is the 
accountability of the individuals responsible for his upbringing? Although I cannot 
predict the future, the prospect of this individual changing his current life path i not 
good. 
Several problems exist beyond the fact that the vast majority of youth I work 
with, past and present, are maltreated, neglected, and unattached with little to no table 
fami ly support systems. 
Socrates: Tthe social norms of the youth I work with eem to be the youth bond together 
and support each other. Many are involved in petty crime, working selling drugs to get 
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money. Once again to try and meet their basic needs, their survival needs . . . very 
protective of each other. Most of the kids I work with do not have family, adults or 
healthy role model in their life. 
0 
Human are ocial crea tur , there~ r it i natural that youth willlo k t form 
attachm nt . If their need ar not met within the home environment, they will attach 
where they feel welc me. nfortunately, that attachment is often found within negative 
peer relation hip . The other alternative i that youth who are working with dedi cated 
profe ional and have fmmed relati onship will look to attach to pro fessionals outside 
the scope of the workplace. However, policy limits one' ability to have or continue with 
relationships outside of the workplace; in essence, we are temporary people that can only 
be counted on Monday to Friday, 8:3 0-4 :3 0. Believe me; I am well aware of the 
arguments for and against maintaining contact. My point is that in the absence of healthy 
family and role models, youth will continue to attach to a high-risk peer group and thus 
the cycle continues. I think it should be known that long after release from custody, youth 
will continue to phone the centre to talk with staff. Why? Bbecause a staff member may 
have been the one person who they connected to and felt ca red about them. 
Ironicall y, as I was editing this section I re eived a phone ca ll fro m Burnaby 
Youth Custody. On the other end of the phone was a young person I had worked with on 
and off for the past four years. Thi s person wa reaching out to me fo r help and advic . I 
felt humbled and honoured. They wanted to know about me what I was doing, how the 
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b y w re. We talked for a while. I kn w that in tho e moment what wa needed was a 
en e f b longing and unci r tanding; a way for the individual t t I valu ed, important 
and hear th word "y u 'r amazing and de erv t have an opportuni ty to cr ate the liD 
y u want '. The truggl continue a the fi ght D r thi per on to achi ve ucce in the 
ab ence f healthy and upp rtive fam ily wi ll not be ea y. In e ence the individual 
y uth tand al ne, confu d and reaching out to trangers to fi ll a role the family is not 
capable of. What a difficult li D t wa nder alone utTound ed by viol nee, chao , 
addiction and not fee l like you matter or belong anywhere. 
Fami~v Stre ors 
Brigit: . .. Students are corning from single family homes, where the mom and dad 
are not at a time and place to be with each other, or students are coming from two parent 
families where there is a lot of violence and anger. They are all high-risk 
families ... parents have not participated in schooling. The house is unkempt. .. lots of take-
out no groceries . .. there's not a lot of anything, no hygiene products. There is nothing ... 
According to Citi::.ensfor Justice Canada (20 12) poverty goes beyond the lack of 
spending dollars. Poverty affects all aspects of a person 's participation in society : "It 
includes having to make hard choices between necessities like fo od, shelter, c lothing, 
heat and other utili ties. Poverty is a lack of opportunity and social exc lusion and it is a 
lack of well-being" (p .3 ). Social exc lu ion in a young child 's life includes limited if an 
participation in programs outside the home; not attending nor having bi11hday pat1i es, 
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li1nit d parti ipati n 111 chool ac tiv iti and ocial tigm atiza tion and tere ty ping 
a oc iat d with fa hi on. Vl ual example of pov rty can be found in Fi ure 7. 
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I regul arly w rk wi th children and familie whom cannot afford to ho t birthday 
parti for their children never m ind end th m with a gi ft t attend a friend ' birthday. 
The re ult i youth w ho ex pre they don ' t care about their birthday. I have found the 
term "d n ' t care" rea lly mean an ind ividual ha topped having an expectati on to avo id 
eli appointment. PI a e not , "don 't care" applie to all normally celebrated holid ay , 
parti cul arly hri tma . unently, in my role a a ocial worker in the school di strict, I 
will include pro longed vaca ti on time away from chool as unwelcomed . eriou ly, who 
ha time for pre ent and holiday when there is no foo d, you leep on the fl oor and 
som etimes your clothes m ell like cat pis ? 
In my experience I have leam ed that school for the majority of children i a place 
of learning and academics, but for a small er percentage of the population, school 
represents food security, safety, stabili ty and emotional support. Individual and families 
are struggling and they are struggling beyond societies nine to five work hours. I' m 
concerned both as a professional, a citizen and mother that too many chi ldren are fa ll ing 
through the cracks and suffering needlessly due to one-size-fits-a ll socia l po licy, which 
does not work to address the indi vidua l needs of famili es. The federa l government' 
underfunding of social programs futi her hampers the opportun ity for children to rise out 
of povetiy. Newsfla h . .. children are poor becau e the fami ly i poor! Povetiy i felt far 
beyond economic hardship . Hardshi ps arc a soc ia tcd wi th the emotional, physical, 
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piritual and mental ell-being of the individual , farnily and mmunity a a whole . I 
beli p rty rob children f their childh d. Pl ea e under tand th word poverty i 
an umbr lla t rm ~ r fa r d eper implication ; p verty affect all a pect of devel pment, 
ranging fr m health and nutriti n t imagination and crea tivity. I beli ve that we are 
failing hildren and y uth when w t 11 them there i equal opportunity and that equality 
exi t . By h lding t thi idea l, we are putting the onus back on the individual a failing 
ver u holding the Jarg r y t m ace untabJ e. 
Anthony (200 ); Jensen (2009); Berger, Pax n and WaJdfogel (2009) uggest the 
outcome ~ r older youth experiencing fa mily poverty are fa r more co mpl ex, adding an 
additional layer of ri k. Ri k fac tor are not abstract concept . Ri k fac tors are concrete 
and a sociated with poor school outcome , substance using, delinquent behaviour, poor 
peer socialization and less- than-savoury community environment . Freeman ( 1996) 
suggests crime has become attractive, particularly to yo ung men, as the only real viable 
economic opportunity available. Jensen (2009) further highlights the elevated ri sks for 
youth to fail when raised in poverty, due to the social norm expected within the structure 
of the school system . Children First published a rep011 titled The Face of Poverty in 
Richmond (20 13 ). In the report they hi ghlighted the impact of pove11y on a child ' 
negative behaviour in class as being due to " lack of nutritious food, insuffic ient sleep, 
frequent changing of schools and stress and anxiety cau ed by fa mily circumstance" (p . 
2). Furiher, the ability to fully pariicipate in education i hampered as chi ldren ha e an 
inability to concentrate and are unabl e to afford to partic ipate in e tra-curricular 
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activitie . It h uld b noted that although there are program in place that can help 
alleviat financ ial truggle D r poris in chool, families are either unaware and/or find 
the proce humiliating (p.2) . In additi n, famil ie lack the ability to purchase the 
appropriate equipment ne d d fo r participa tion, i.e. runner . 
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Figure 7 My own visual depicting examples of po erty. 
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Hermes: Poverty a in essentially they do not have enough money or incon1e to buy the 
things they need a a family. So in terms of safe housing, proper food or healthy 
6 
food .. . that leads to other difficulties they are forced to live in unsafe conditions. This 
leads to tran iency where families are forced to move around to flnd cheaper and cheaper 
places. Lead to other thing like lack of transportation ... port and extra-curricular 
activities ... kid don t have the opportunities to do these activities as we know through 
research sport is much more than physical activity. Sports are a social piece, where they 
can learn social norms and how to interact with healthy peers. 
Children that have been "rai ed in poverty are much less likely to have their 
crucial needs met than their more affluent peer .. . a a result brain development is 
impaired" (p .2) . This aforementioned quote from Jensen (2009) fits well with the 
population of children and youth I work with . ot only is the brain impaired through lack 
of nutrition, the stressors associated with social environment and experiencing poverty go 
beyond food . Ruby Payne has done extensive work in the area of understanding pove1iy 
and children. Payne (2003) lists the follow ing as area as being affected negativ ly b 
povetiy: 
• Financial --- can ' t purcha e good and services. 
• Emotional--- being able to pick and choo e emotions in re pon e to tre, s, 
not ngaging in elf-destructive behav ior a a olution. 
• Mental---having the acquired skills (reading, writing, computing) to deal 
I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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ith daily liD . 
piritual---beli ving in divine purpose and guidanc 
Phy i al--- ha ing phy ical h alth and mobili ty . 
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upp rt y tern ---family, friend and back-up re ource in time of need . 
Relati n hip I role model ---having frequent acce s to healthy 
appr priat adult who are nurturing and not engaging in elf-de tructive 
behavi ur . 
• Knowledge of hidden rul e --- und erstanding un poken cue and habit of 
a group (p . l 6). 
Maat: I think that working here in Prince George, I see the gang involvement and the 
negative relationship compared to the more positive relationship that young people 
should have. I think that in order to fit in within the gang sphere, they still recognize they 
still hold a place within the gang instead of with their families . There is a lot of 
alcoholism around behaviours that is kind of accepted in s1nall communities. 
Often incarcerated youth I have worked with cite 'easy money' as a rea on for 
continuing with criminalized behaviour. The actions and ' in-grained' thought proce s 
associated with 'easy money' is in my experience a learned and role-modeled behaviour. 
The youth have seldom witnessed a person who gets up ev ry moming to go to work and 
brings home a pay cheque, or works toward obtaining a goal and/or professional uccess . 
Sadly, due to a myriad of social and emotional issues, work in the 'family' is typically 
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qUipp d t under tand the failing of the larg r cial tructure. The averag person d e 
not under tand orr c gnize the ffec t of family breakdown, under tand the ffect of 
trauma and poverty on the devel ping child , nor und r tand the long- t nn and nega tive 
n equ n e a ociat d with di rupted attachment. I b lieve it i important to recognize 
th heg m ny a ociat d with impri onment and why ociety feel that i the be t and/or 
only option. Rob rt and Hough (2002) highlight the feeling of comfort and safety the 
public perceiv from impri onment of individual labelled as dev iant. Sadly, when at-
ri klhigh-ri k youth are portrayed by media, th ppre sive nature of their upbringing is 
often absent from the tory. Th youth are not po11rayed as urvivors, but as deviant and 
the cau e of the ocial problem. I beli eve the limited public dialogue regarding the 
oppres ive nature in which the e youth have been rai ed all ow for fUJ1her demonization 
of the individual in the publi c domain. 
Brigit: A lot of families want to make change, but they don 't have the skills or necessa.J.y 
motivation to go out and seek it. They know what they want but not how to get it. 
Sadly, oppressed individuals are een through a conventional len . Mullaly ( 1997) 
describes a conventional lens as the belief and attitudes held by the dominant society. In 
es ence, my experience leads me to believe Mullaly's statement; blaming the indi idual 
for their apparent failure and expecting the individual to confon11 to the tandards 
determined by the dominant group without e a mining the nature or root of the 
ppres wn . reen and Healy (2003) highlight the di ffcrence between marginalized youth 
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and main tream youth by tating that "marginalized youth d n t ee a path to 
ucc fully nding their marginaliza tion and often b li ve that ociety want to continue 
to marginalize them" (p .20). Thi is largely due t marginalized youth ' perceived sense 
of If, labelling by ciety lack of a en e of belonging, ill - quipped attachment to 
p iti e role model and an inability to regulate affect. 
on idering a child s fir t few year of li~ primarily occur within a family 
network, under tanding and r cognizing family ri k factor in childho d development is 
paramount. amily ri k factor include but are not limited to : family hi tory of ub tance 
use, current parenta l addiction, limited po itive fainily interaction, incarcerated parent, 
family confli ct, one or more immediate family members with mental illne , a primary 
caregiver with mental illness , level and existence of violence in the home, and cultural 
di scoru1ection. Phillips, Erkenli , Keeler, Costello, and Angold, (2006) fu11her state that 
family risk factors are linked to adverse yo uth outcome such as substance abuse and 
delinquency. 
Families experiencing any number of the aforementioned ri sk factors inevitably 
pass those adverse experiences on to their children. Brym (200 1) further empha izes 
children develop their social norms, attitudes, beliefs and self- image from interactions 
with individuals in their i1nmediate environments. Thus, as the literature highlights, 
infants and children li ving in nega tive environments wi th little to no nurturing, learn to 
develop (among a myriad of other issues) a nega tive cnse of elf arly research in the 
area of child development and se lf-esteem conducted by Clarke ( 1978) highlights the 
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nee ity of helping a child t d v lop p itive elf- teem. Re earch has grown 
tr mend u ly in the ar a of arly childh od d velopment and as cunent r earch 
d mon trate elf-e te m i a ub tantial requirem ent for youth t develop a s n e of 
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comp t ncy. (Totten 2009; reen H aly 2003; rym, 2001 ; Maisel & Raeburn, 2008 ; 
van der K 1k, 201 0; van der K olk , 2011 ). 
I ha e worked with e ral youth who were es enti ally rai ed in 'crack shacks' 
and ocialized in e treme levels of violence. Hence, their early childhood experi ence 
creat d no1111alization to violence, chao , addiction, deviancy and secrecy. The reality and 
cultural nonn for the e youth is not a pathway fill ed with love, pati ence and empathy. 
Their childhood ha been fea rful and survi val by whatever mean necessary (Ross , 2009). 
One of the results of their upbringing is incarceration. 
Consider the story of Phillip, an Aboriginal man cunently incarcerated for 
domestic violence: 
His mother was an alcoholic who liked to do a lot of partying. From the 
ages of five to eleven, Phillip 's mother would take him to pa1i ies w ith her. " I 
remember lots of violence from, whether it was her fri end fighting at a party or 
whatever it was". Later (around the age of twe lve, she would leave him alone: 
"she was always gone, she always left me to go party .... And we didn ' t have 
nothing ... he was bugged a lot about his mom at school. .. he started being the 
bull y ... beating other kids up ( omack, 2008, p.4 7). 
Phillip was Jiving in an environment primarily influenced by alcohol and viol nee, 
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upled with the fa t h li d in p rty with a n n-nurturing m ther. Hi re p n e t hi 
n ir run nt wa t bully and b at up th r kid . i h p (2002); I era and lli t ( 1991) 
w uld hi ghlight the oppr i n fa ed by b ri ginal p pie, particularly w men, a a 
r ult f y t mi ra i m that i built int our very tructur . 
S crate : Many youth I work with are di en:franchi ed from their families and 
their cultur . They ar li ing in po erty dealing with oppre ion i sues such as racism 
and discrimination. Roughly 60-70% of the youth I work with are Aboriginal. They live 
in the world of the multi-generationally affected by re idential chools and cunent day 
oppre wn 1 ue . 
2 
Maat: The commonalitie I ee are negative relationships with peer and adults 
and lots of abu e. Nonnalizing a lot where I come from and that is the normalizing 
behaviour I see on reserve and in small communities . .. what strike me most is I notice 
the parents are residential schools sw-vivors who st1uggle with parenting skill and a lot 
of times they have not been able to build strong rapport or relation hips with their own 
children because of their experience with residential school. . .I take my culture and build 
that culture into everything I do . 
It should be noted that at least 65% of the incarcerated yo uth that I work with are 
Aboriginal. Often they arc the chi ldrcn of parents who wcr in residentia l schoo l. We are 
not talking two or three generations remo e i, we arc talki ng about their mom and dad' 
nee a community member said to me: " pril it is a 'ad day when our ' hi ldr 'n ha\ e to 
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1 a111 ab ut their culture in jail because the c01mnunity i not healthy." He then thanked 
m ~ r my work and ho k my hand . 
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hapter Fiv : Trauma and ub tance e 
Th childr n and y uth that I work with have all experienced at lea t ne or more 
adv r e childh ode peri nee ( 
from an early age: 
). They hav exp ri enc d pain, neglect and abuse 
tudi of drug addict typica lly find e traordinarily high percentage of 
childhood trauma of vari u rt , including physical, exual and emotional 
abu e ... [a] tud y looked at th incidence f ten eparate categori es f painful 
circum tance - including family violence, parental divorce, drug or alcohol abuse 
in the family, death of a parent and physical or sexual abuse- in thou ands of 
peopl e. The correlation between the e figures and ub tance use later in the 
ubj ect' live was then calculated. For each ACE, the risk for the early initiation 
of substance use increased two to four times (Mate, 2008, p.l92) . 
In this chapter I will discuss trauma and addiction. In my experi ence as an 
addictions counsellor I regularly witness addiction as the surface issue. However as my 
relationship builds with the youth, addiction is secondary to the primary is ues associated 
with trauma. I believe in my research to this point and I have laid a so lid foundation for 
understanding root issues. I will continue to di cuss root i sues under the label of trauma, 
but please note my aforementioned chapters, al though not labelled trauma, all con titute 
as traumati c experiences in the lives of young people who are depend nt upon adults for 
their survival needs. 
I can say with confidence that no one taii u ing drugs, including alcohol, to 
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b c m an addict, g to j ail , commit v iolent and non-violent crin1es, to die of liver 
di a , t peri ence e ual ploitation and humiliation, to hav their children 
apprehend d and ra i ed by tranger in care of the mini try, to lo e their teeth, their 
hea lth, g t HIV or Hep . , to be h mele , to lo e all contact with impmiant people in 
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th ir life to become laugh d at and ridi cul ed by the larger dominant society; to be futiher 
victimized thr ugh m edia and tereotyping or to di e alone, perhaps v iolentl y or perhap 
ravaged by di ea e; and to feel hame and guilt. o one w illingly ign up[! r that, o 
then why the pull , why i the ne d to u e ubstance o powerful , despite a] I the good 
intention of profe sional ? 
In the early part of chapter one, I di cussed how li fe for me was not about 
consequence , but about impulses w ith every action based on the present moment of 
need. In my experience working with youth, their stori es seldom deviate from one of 
impulse -- decisions made in moments. The confu ion and excitem nt of the present 
circumstance overrides the potential for recognizing the consequence associated wi th 
actions. Please note this research does not go into depth regarding organic brain-based 
circumstances, which place many high-risk yo uth into an even higher risk category, one 
being fetal alcohol syndrome, which wou ld be an excellent research paper all on it own. 
In my experi ence li tening to the stories of youth, the impulse driving the 
actions are in response to a prev ious assoc iation and or current perceived circumstance. A 
common exampl e l 've heard is returning lat t the group home and deciding in that 
moment th re's no need to return home because the yo uth believe they are already in 
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tr uble. In re p n e to their a e ment and a UJnption of the ituation the you th will 
ub quently go n th run for w ek . There ult of the youth kewed d ci ion making 
lea th pr bation fficer with n choice but to breach th m . very action taken by the 
y uth eem like a go d idea at the time. It' not about the con equ ence. The brain has 
been ocialized to iew partying and doing drug with fri nd for week on end worth the 
p tential con equence of retuming to jail. 
Trauma 
Until recently trauma and coiTe ponding terms like compl ex trauma and post-
traumatic tre di order were con idered extreme stress-related condition diagnosed 
only in elect group of individuals like oldiers or holocau t urvivors (Hodas, 2006) and 
Perry (20 1 0). Hod as (2007) and Perry (20 1 0) and van der Kolk (20 11) tress in their 
extensive research on trauma and childhood development that children are not littl e 
adults. In fact, children are at greater risk than adult to a wide range of negative 
developmental affects after experiencing trauma . A visual example of trauma and some of 
the outcome of trauma can be found in F;gure 8. Perry (2006) tate "my work has 
revealed to me a great deal about moral development, about the roots of evil and how 
genetic tendencies and environmental influences can shape cri ti cal deci ion , which in 
tum affect later choices, and ultimately, who we tum out to be" (p.5). The outcomes for 
individuals experiencing childhood trauma have the potential to affect all le el of the 
child 's development and hamp r future ability to fun lion as adult . actly how the 
developmental outcomes are affected will depend on the type, cverity and duration of 
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the trauma experienced, inc mbinati n with the child' age at the tim of the traumatic 
e ent and th rol and r p n e of th caregiver : " utcome potentially affect every 
a pect f the child' dev 1 pm nt and functioning including brain development, 
neurochemi al pathway p ycho ocial adaptation and preferential re pon e to 
ub equent tr and or life e peri n e " (Hoda , 2007). 
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Complex trauma "de cribe th e dual problem of children' expo ure to a 
traumatic event and. the impact of the expo ure .. . on outcome" (National hild Traumatic 
tre etwork 2003) . Exposure to childhood trauma further complicate children 's 
ability to naviga te and feel afe in the multifaceted social world around them. 
Complexitie in trauma arise, as uggested in the aforementioned literature, with 
increased in ten ity of the event and when the ha1m to the child is perpetrated by family 
members and/or primary caregivers. As previously di scussed in hapter 3, the primary 
importance of a child 's development pertains to a child 's attachment to caregivers and 
further highlights the developmental deficit when pivotal human connections are ab ent. 
When a child experi ences a lack of attachment it impairs all levels of nonnative 
development and brain circuitry. The risk factors for children compound when a child ' 
normative attachment experience is an unTesponsive and or un-attentive caregiver (Mate, 
2011). The RCY report tilted Paige s Story highlighted the following : [Paige] is a child 
who should have been pennanently removed from her mother' care at an early age. he 
was the subj ect of no less than 30 child protection repot1s during 19 year .. . the system 
fai led her. .. she died of a drug overdose at 19 (20 15). 
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Figure 8 My ow n summary di agram on the effec ts o f trauma 
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Van der K ll (20 1 0) tate "children who have devel p d in the context of on-
going danger, maltr atment, and inadequate caregiving y tems are ill- erved by the 
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curr nt di agno ti y tem" (p. l 4). VanderKolk (20 10) furth er uggest chi ldren who 
hav xpericnced trauma are ft n mi di agno ed with a myri ad of behavioural i ues. In 
th e ituation children are looked at a having problemati c behaviour without taking 
into cont t trauma expo ure and cunent social enviromn nt . Pen-y (2006) contend 
children who ha e" uffered tra uma - uch a being raped or witnessing murder - would 
have had p ychiatrist considering the di agno is of post-traumatic stre di order (PTSD) 
had they been adults" (p . l). Staggering tatistics out of the United State suggest in 2001, 
903,000 cases of child maltreatment were reported (National Child Traumatic Stress 
Network, 2003). 
One should note the tenn maltrea tment is an umbrell a word used to classify 
actions pertaining to and including neglect, physical abuse, sexual abuse and 
psychological abuse. According to the Nationa l Child Traumatic Stress Network (2003) 
the cunent DSM does not have the proper classifica tion system in p lace to fully diagno e 
complex trauma in youth. Complex trauma includes, but is not limited to; comple 
trauma, regulation problems, attachment, behavior, understanding, and perception 
(Cohen, J. A., Mannarino, A. P., Kliethermes, M., & Murray, L. ., 2012). 
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In my e penenc w rking with high ri k and incarcerated y uth, all have 
expen need trauma in on of it many form . reen and Healy (2003) provid a 
tructural cont t of incarcerated individual : 
ur jail are verflow ing with peopl e who uffer from ubstance abu e, have few 
empl ya ble kill , are mentally chall enged, are significantly di connected from 
main tream ciety, and wh e lives are characterized by little if any fami ly or 
communi ty upport ... mentall y challenged a a con equence ofF A , FA or early 
life trauma (p . l 8). 
Totten (2 00 ) further hi ghlight the role adult soc ial dysfunction plays in the Jive of 
youth a they relate to: poverty, oc ial di organization, un table housing, discrimination, 
maltrea tment, poor parenting abiliti es, Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Di order (FASD), chool 
disconnection and unemployment (p.9). One observation I have made is that society ha 
failed to change the social conditi ons required to make change and to protect children and 
youth. In addition, by not address ing social conditions, society i fai ling to empower 
families by fa iling to create sustainabl e and necessary change. It's great to have 
interventions; however, the likelihood of the youth achieving change i limited when their 
social environment remains the same. Please note, what I am saying do not nega te all 
the great work and well-meaning intentions of those working in the fie ld. I'm stating that 
in order for sustainable change to take place, it must take place on a sy temic level, in th 
micro-environment of the family and macro-environment of the communit . 
Below i an examp le of creative wri ting from a fema le youth who, at the time I 
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kn w her truggl d with drug addiction. Thi girl wa in troduced to cocaine at the age of 
ight by h r fath r wh then bared her with hi friend at pariie . ub equently, he 
pent h r te nage year working th treet with a severe crack and heroin addiction. 
My Lit My urvival 
The time on the clock is tickin 
otta get thi paper 
o you ain't ly ing dead under 
ky crap r 
et dolled up 
Go behind the Dill 
ow you 're itchin for dope 
Starting to feel i 11 
o you uck ome cock 
For a little rock 
When you come out of the hole 
Cindy's cutting you grass 
Now you're thinking you should just 
Kick her ass 
You gotta be smati 
Out there looking like a Poptart 
The boys think your fine 
S, says she's all mine 
The sun goes down 
You're tired of doing trick all those ditiy pricks 
You gotta be saved 
r you'll end up in a grave 
Shouldn't have smoked all hi dope 
Always thinking about your ne t toke 
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11 you can d n w 1 
Mak that money 
t that paper 
you aint lying dead 
nder a ky craper 
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Th p em abo e wa u ed a I beli ve it repr ents a piece of valuable in ightful 
know ledge, which pr v ide richer in ight into per onal truggles . Th e que tion I feel we 
a pr fe ional and a a ciety should be a king is: What the hell did we think was 
going to happen to her? That her life experiences would teach her elf-esteem and self-
efficacy? To excel in ch ol? That chool was a place she belonged? T hat he de erved 
ucce ? That the people in her life who were supposed to protect her would? No, in tead 
she was ociali zed into a world where early sexuali ati on was the norm and where drugs 
were both the goal and reward of daily actions. I fee l in her limited and socia lJ y 
constructed view of the world, the purpose of money was to pay off drug debt, to buy 
sexy clothes to keep making the money needed to buy drugs, so she didn ' t have to think 
too hard about her shitty life. Although she excelled in every avenue of what she had 
been taught as normative and expected social behaviour, the dominant society penalized 
her, blamed her and fai led to teach her any different. The sad rea li ty is custody is a place 
where she was safe, had some success, fe lt pride when she received a certificate from 
school and got to experi ence a small fraction of caring, due to the compa sion and 
excellent care of the conectiona l officers who worked with her I feel we need to a k 
ourselves how far people, as a collective whole, have really progre sed . 
Here is a quote from Thoma Moore written in 1518 : 
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F r ure, unl y u cure the e evil , y ur boa t about enforcing the law 
aga in t th ft will be unju tified, and yo ur law may look like ju tice, but will be 
n i ther fair nor effe tive . If you allow the young to be dreadfully br ught up and 
their charact r t be conupted little by littl e from childh od and then punish 
them when they finally p rp trate a adult , those crimes, which from their 
earli e t youth they eemed de tined to perfo rm, what are you doing I a k, if not 
manufac turing thieves and them bl aming them for being thieves? (Wootton, 
1999, p. 68). 
Post- Traumatic Stre s Di order and Learned 1-Jelplessness 
Learned helplessne s i a consequence of experiencing trauma and often 
culminate with Post-Traumatic Stres Di order (PTSD). PTSD resul t when an 
individual is and/or fee ls powerl ess and helpless in the face of life threatening situations 
(M atsakis, 1996; Trickey, D ., Siddaway, A. P., Meiser-S tedman, R ., Serpell , L., & Field , 
A. P. 201 2). There is a disparity between who is at grea ter ri sk for developing PTSD with 
higher rates found among children exposed to inteqJersonal trauma, particularly girls 
(Alisic, E ., Zalta, A . K., Van Wesel, F ., La rsen, S. E ., Haf: tad, G . ., Hassanpour, K ., & 
Smid, G. E ., 20 14) . ). Children are at pmiicular risk for developing PT D and secondary 
effects which include bu t are not limited to: poor academic outcomes, poor peer 
socialization, decreased community connection '. increased ub tance using if the 
caregiVer 1 tressed and unable to respond to the needs of the child/youth ( sofsky, J. 
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D. & of: ky, H . J ., 2 0 13). 
Mata ki ( 1996) further ugge t the dev 1 pment of PT D i not a symptom of 
c gnitive inad quaci and/ r weakne ; in t ad PT D is a normal reaction to an 
abnmn1al amo unt of tre . Mata ki (1996) and van der Kolk (20 l 0) highlight an 
inter ting fact in relation t PT D, ugge ting PT D i the only diagno able mental 
health di order that d velop fr m external force . In order to receive a diagno i of 
PT D everal ymptom need t be present that are associatec! with the experienced 
trauma including the ability to cope after the event has cea ed (Hoda , 2006 
Vanderkolk (2010) in hi work with the Nationa l hild Traumatic Stress 
Nern·ork, propo ed that ' developmental trauma di sorder ' be included in the DSM V. Van 
der Kolk believes that "until the lessons from neuroscience and attachment research are 
integrated" (p . l6) children and youth will continue to misdiagnosed. The problem ari es 
as a child who is spending the majority of hi s/her time in survival mode; cognitive and 
emotional growth does not follow a normal developmental pathway. Instead the pathway 
becomes stunted, or worse, fai ls to develop altogether. 
Consider the scenario below : 
"Do you hear me?'' Mother yelled. "Look at me when I'm talking to you!" A I 
looked at her, mother snatched a carving knife from the counter top and creamed, 
"If you don 't fini sh on time I'm goi ng to kill you! " ... she had begun to wav the 
knife in her ri ght hand . Aga in I was not overly frightened . She had done thi 
before too . yes, look at her eye ... her eyes were half glazed over. .. out of the 
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corn r of my ey I aw a bluned obj ct fly out of h r hand. A harp pain erupted 
fr m ju t above my tomach" (Pelzer, 1995, p . 86) . 
In the above family cenario , the mother routinely attack , lock up , tar-ves and 
regularly emoti nally victimize her n. Hence his tat ment, " I was not overly 
frightened , he had done thi before." Interestingly enough, thi boy had severa l iblings 
and all were aware of the abu e he had been uffering. However, none of them 
experienced the pain, suffering, tenorizing, qr emotional abuse he experienced. The 
aforementioned behaviour exhibited by the mother had become normalized to all 
members of the family and no one did anything to stop it. The boy' reaction and 
familiarization to hi mother's behaviour ugge ts he had been living in a prolonged 
period of trauma and tress . According to van der Kolk ' (20 1 0) explanation of 
neuro cience, instead of the child 's brain developing for attachment, the child 's brain had 
instead become hard-wired for survival. 
Learned helplessness is associated with PTSD and develops when one's 
environmental circumstance and experience has determined that resi ting again t the 
transgression is futile. The individual recognizes that resistance is met with a much 
harsher consequence; therefore, resistance itself becomes futile (Hennan, 1997). Leamed 
helplessness comes into effect when over a period of time a child has tried but fail d to 
influence events. The reality is the child tops trying to avoid the con equence of a 
ituation and accep ts th events as inevitable (Reivich, K., Gillham, J. E., Chaplin, T. M., 
& Seligman, M. ., 201 ). 
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In the aD rem ntion d tudy, Pelzer ( 1995) de cribe a cenario he experi enced a 
a boy at th hand f hi mother. Pelzer de cribe being unable, in previ u attempt , to 
top the violence. The re pon e of acceptance, which h demon trated in re ponse to hi 
moth r ' acti n f cau ing him gr at harm, i contrary to one's natural re pon e to danger 
which, a describ d by Brendtr & du Toit (2005), i to repel from it. 
Dayton (2000) belie e that the ource of the trauma experienced that ari e from 
external circum tanc and ~he child ' experi ence in trying to change that circum tance, 
with no change in event , result in the child having limited options and coping ability. It 
i when the per on, in thi ca e a child , gives up and accepts they are powerl e to control 
their negative external environment and thereby cannot alter their external circumstance 
that learned helple sne s develops (Dayton, 2000) . 
A child who experiences maltreatment, in one of its many forms, does not learn to 
develop healthy emotionally skills that are necessary to navigate ones social world in a 
healthy and productive manner. Instead: 
In maltreating environments, children can learn that it i unacceptable, 
threatening or dangerous to express emotions, especially negative ones. Since 
abuse and neglect produce negative emotions, children may adapt to abuse with 
general defi cits in emotional awareness .... Children lean1 that they mu t distance 
themselves from their own needs and feeling to obtain love and care. (Ro s, 
2009) . 
Trauma affects the mind, body and soul creating multiple secondary di order including, 
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but not limit d t , impaired cial and emotional development, impaired brain 
d veJopment, learned helple ne and ub tance u e (Mat aki (1996); Dayton (2000); 
Trick y, D ., idd away, . P., Mei r- tedman, R ., erpell L. , & Field, A . P. (201 2). 
ub tan c U. 
Th maj ority of youth 1 work with parti cularly in a cu todial environment, 
regularly pre ent with ub tanc u e i ue . The main substance yo uth have expre eel to 
me a drug of choice include crystal methamphetamine, crack cocaine, marijuana , 
alcohol and sometime h roin . ub tance use in my experienc i never the primary 
i ue, in tead ub tance u e is a coping mechani m that allow the youth to feel a ense 
of belonging and further mimic one' own naturall y produced fee l-good brain chemicals. 
The brain produces it own natural sub tances, whi ch provides the body with a seri e of 
stimulating and relaxing affects. In order to understand brain chemica l , 1 will attempt to 
explain a layperson 's version of how the brain works in Figure 9. 
The brain is the computer of the body, regul ating and providing inf01m ation to all 
the bodies systems. One way to think of the human brain is that it is the main ystem that 
sets humans apart from all other species on the planet. Our bodi es are complex and 
intricate; at the time of birth, we are born with 100 billion neurons (brain cell s). eurons 
are components that make up the compu ter that is yo ur brain . Amazingly, by the time we 
are three years of age; 1,000 tri ll ion synapt ic connec tions have been made (Ziegler, 
2011 ). 
Neuron communi cate by chemica ls in the bra in ca ll ed neurotransmitters. 
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ur transmitter w rk t tran mit me age from one neuron to the next via chemicals 
rei a d th.r ugh th ynap . The relea d neurotran mitter is like a key looking forth 
right lock to deliver the me ag to th appropriate receptor. The main neurotransmitters 
affected and f invo l ed in trauma and addicti n includ d pamin endorphin , 
adrenaline and ro t nin . (Pen-y, 2006· M ate, 2008; Nairne, 1997). ach of these 
neurotran mitter ha a pecific function involved in the overall well-being of healthy 
functioning, but what happens when these neurotransmitter are not produced by natural 
mean ? (refer to fi gure 9) 
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Mat (20 11) fre ly di cu e the fa ct non of hi female drug addict d patient n 
Vane u er ' Downt wn a t id had not uffered fr m xual abu . ub equently for 
th e wom n, arly childhood trauma ha re ult d in evere ub tance dependency 
upled with hom le n and high ri sk life ty l . The severity and prominence of 
ad r e childh d e peri nee ha led van dcr Kolk (20 1 0), to put forth a propo al that 
would hav d v 1 pmental trauma di order includ d in the new D M. 
There i und r tand ing among re earcher in the field of trauma and neuro cience, 
regarding early childhood bra in development as a predictor for behavior later in life. 
According to the Canadian Center on Substance Abu e (20 14) "areas of the bra in are 
mo t vulnerable to internal and external nega tive events. Indeed, individu al differences in 
early brain development predict later behavior" (p . l4 ). The structural damage to the 
brain re ulting from ea rly negative life events predicts ocia1 and emotional relationship 
across the lifespan. As a structu ral practitioner, I must que tion the systems that blame 
the individual for their inability to function to the acceptance of the dominant ocial 
nmm. 
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hapter six: onclu ion 
I ~ el thi cerpt fr mIn the Realm (~( Hung1y Ghosts i a fitting way to b gm my 
ncluding chapt r: 
B eing cut off from our ow n natural elf-compa sion i on of the greatest 
impairment we can uffer. AI ng with our ability to fee l our pain go our be t 
hope for healing, dignity and love. What cern non-adaptive and elf-harming in 
the pre ent wa at some point in our live , an adaption to help u endure what we 
then had to g through. If people are addicted to self- oothing behavior , it is onl y 
becau e in the formative yea rs they did n t receive the soothing they needed. 
Such under tand ing help. delete toxic self-j udgment on the past and uppo11 
re pon ibili ty fo r the now. Hence the need for compa sionate self- inquiry (p .333 ). 
I am a Being born of the realities presented before, made in ideas conceived in the 
generations that have come before me, in a lineage already chosen. Born into ideas and 
ways of being and knowing in which I have been both a pmi icipant and an observer. I 
was born into a home, a culture, and a family full of its own rich history and herstory. I 
was born into a world of assumptions and expectations. Through my experience fro m 
infant to child to teen to woman to mother to now, I have held onto bits and piece of 
experience and understanding. I have been moulded, broken moulds, been influenced, 
held beliefs, changed beliefs and crea ted the whole that I am. Through my joumey I 
believe I never full y los t the love and kindness tha t i my he811. A lthough I have 
experi enced moments o f deb il itati ng darkness I sti ll find a reason to _mi le and believe 
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alway in a better tomorrow . I found profound in piration and wisdom in a book tiled 
Man 's ar h for M aning, by Victor Frankel. He tate : 
F r the fir t time in my li~ I aw the truth a it is et into ong by o many poet , 
pro !aimed a th final wi dom by o many thinkers. The truth - which Love is 
the ultimate and highe t goal to whi h man can a pire. Then I grasped the 
m aning of the greatest ecret that human poetry and human thought and belief 
have to impart : The alva tion of man i through love and in love (Frankel, 1 946; 
p. 37). 
In order to gra p the epiphany experi enced by Frankel, I hi ghl y recommend 
reading thi s book ! The ba is of the statement is one can be re ilient, endure and survive 
the un-survivable, if the mind never completely succumbs to de pair and if love is abl e to 
remain alive. Salva tion exis ts and it exists in a fonn that is accessible to tho e who can 
grasp the concept, and are willing to be vulnerable and dec ide to act. The change does not 
come from outside, change comes from within and requires conviction and courage. The 
role of the person on the outside is guid ance and support. For me the Jove 1 have 
experienced with my children has been a catalyst to courage and strength I had no idea I 
possessed. Throughout my journey as a mother, 1 have worked hard to move my life 
forw ard . Moving forward in a positive manner is not always easy, it can be lone ly, often I 
have felt like giv ing up . It is in th moments when I ~ el most vulnerable and have to 
consciously choose to persevere that I experience growth and a truer understanding and 
appreciati on of me. I in tend to continue to grow, t c pcriencc and adventure, in a 
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welcome evolution that af[! rd me both amazement and orrow and further em·iche and 
hap my cunent p r n . I take comfort in the word J. R . Tolkien (1954) wrote in the 
poem All that litter is not old from Lord of the Ring "not all who wander are lo t, 
the old that i trong d e not wither d ep root are not reached by the fro t" (p. 224 ). 
I que ti n who the real vi llain have been in my life. Are the villians the ones that 
cau ed m e phy ical pain, who whi pered and yelled cruelties in my direction, or are they 
the pupp t master of patriarchy and pedagogy? The ones with the power that have 
worked to create a ociety built on the fragility li es . When I wa five years old my mind 
was given to a ystem that was meant to mould my awareness in a certain direction . I wa 
taught to believe in absolute truth ba ed on a eri e of hidden truths crea ted on the 
beliefs of the dominate c lass; the ones with the power to write the books to create the 
realities and histories . A fact I have come to understand is: " Humans have no direct 
access to rea lity . Rea lity, as it is known is mediated by symbolic representation , by 
nanative texts and by televi ual and cinematic structure that stand between the person 
and the so-ca lled real world" (Denzin, 20 10, p. 1 0). 
Plato wrote in his al legory of the cave: 
And now, I said, let me show in a figure how far our nature i nlightened 
or unenlightened: -Behold! Human beings living in an underground d n, which 
has a mouth open toward the light and reaching all along the den ; here they have 
been from their childhood, and have their legs and necks chained so that they 
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cannot mo and can only ee be:D re them, being prevented by the chain from 
tuming round their head (p. l ). 
Tw thou and y ar ag , Plato wa aware the world wa een m hadow and that 
we as peopl c uld only ever ee and under tand what wa pre ented to u . I feel the 
chain urround u to thi day, hold ing our head in one direction, our thoughts haped by 
info1mation and the ex peri nee pre ent d . In a world of pla tic surgery, selfie and fa lse 
perfection, I often feel ut of pl ace. This pa age erves to provide me w ith the courage 
to be authenti c and real; more importantly to question. To que ti on beyond the urface of 
general soc ietal con en u requires tremendou trength and conviction. oing beyond 
the A lleg01y of the Ca1•e brings the potential of being ridicul ed, m arginalized, oppres eel 
and often throughout hi story, killed. Knowledge and experience has been both embraced 
and feared. Knowledge is presented as a reason Adam and Eve were cast out of the 
biblical Garden of Eden. As the story which has moulded millions of minds goe , Eve 
was deceived by the reality presented before her, and in turn convinced to want more, and 
in return fo r seeking knowledge, forever altered the path of human kind. Karl Marx is 
quoted as having said "men make their own history, but they do not make it just as they 
please, but under circumstances directly fo und, given and tra nsmitted from the pa t" 
(Heilbroner, 1995, p. l 45). 
In my experience the words of power are hollow, but cany action and 
consequence for those with a lesser voice. I have read the literature, the jargon, constant! 
trying to find the solution to not only my struggles but the multitude of social problems 
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pr ented. I it eg to think that I can prompt change perhap hift, ever o slightly, 
an th r ' viewpoint, give an ther per on rea n to pau e and critically reflect on the 
rea litie pre en ted . I believe it is my pa ion and des ire to work towards change and not 
fall ictim to apathy that allow me to c ntinu e in my pur uit of ocial ju ti ce and great r 
und r tanding of lf. In hi dy t pian novel l984 George Orwell ( 1 948) de cribes what 
I con id r t be a cur e of the human cond ition apathy: 
In a way, the world-v iew of the Party impo ed it elf most succes fully on 
pe pi e incapable of under tanding it. They could be made to accept the most 
fl agrant vio lation f reality, becau e they never fully gra ped the enormity of 
what wa demanded of them, and w re not suffi cientl y interested in public event 
to notice what was happening. By lack of understanding they remai ned sane. They 
simply swallowed everything, and what they swallowed did them no harm, 
because it left no residu e behind, j ust as a gra in of com will pass undigested 
through the body of a bird (p .l63) . 
Orwell 's words are bri lli ant and frightening in their accuracy! The question is one of 
removing apathy and mustering courage to no longer remain silent; a frightening prospect 
and hence the aying 'ignorance is bliss and know ledge is a burden' . 
Through writing a p01iion of my 1 ived experience in chapter 1, baring moment 
from my yo unger self and incoq-:>orating what I see a rea l in my work environment, it is 
my hope that I have provided futiher insight into the disposition that influences my 
overall body o f work. Chapter 2 provides c larity into my per onal philosophy for having 
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cho en th meth d logy f auto ethnography and provide a road map outlining my 
method . Form , auto ethn graphy ha been a perfotmance piece that c n tantl y 
triggered reilecti n into my own lived experince.The proce has been difficult and 
emoti nally painful , but al o in piring and freeing. 
Within hapter t 5, I weave my profe sional and per onal experi ence with 
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ub tantive cholarly re earch in an effort to provide a deeper under tanding into a 
populati on out ide the dominate group . The under tanding i wh en violence, chaos and 
addiction i the nom1al experi ence, it takes a li fe time to deconstruct the foundation of 
percerption that have been olidly con tructed and firml y reinforced. Throughout the 
re earch, I highli ght tructural ocial work perspectives whi ch further mean I bring in 
element of feminist thought, di scuss patriarchy, discuss capitalism, and ocial constructs. 
Further, I talk about empowerment. 
In my abstract, I made a statement that I am writing as an empowered per on who 
happened to be bon1 a wo man. C learly, I was not always empowered. The doubt , the 
gnawing thoughts, anxiety, my lack of experience, and my own traumas plagued my 
being for years until I was able to critica lly reflect and untangle my elf I had no idea and 
wa oblivious to my own iiTational thinking. To say that I am empowered now mean I 
have taken charge of my li fe. I have stopped self-sa botaging, stopped giving away my 
power and am in a posi tion to truly use my vo ice. Further, by identif ing myself as 
empowered . mpowercd does not mean I hand le everything perfectly without mistakes! I 
have tremendous moments of weakness, l cry, l fee l doubt, at times I am lone! , 1 still 
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keep part of m hidd en when I know I should how them. trange as it may eem the 
path to mp wennent and hea ling actually requir u t embrace and accept our elve , 
flaw s and all. I feel w are taught to be a hamed, often for things beyond our control. 
Kn wledge i power, it i when on ha the knowl dge and doe n thing to cr ate change 
that truly allow them to be a victim . I beli eve children and youth require hea lthy, 
functi ning adult to help th m on their journey to adulthood . mpowerment i not g iven 
to u . It require a proce . I wo uld not be able to say I am empowered if I had not 
experienced hard hip, nega tivity and event that would break my heart and attempt to 
de troy my pirit. Empowerment happened a I gained knowledge and understanding of 
myself and th world around me. It wa ab o lutely empowering to recognize and accept 
that I could not change or control pa t events, situati ons or peopl e. What I could do from 
that mom ent forward was change and contro l myself. 
I am fa irly astute and intell igent, yet I look at my struggle that have ta ken a 
lifetime to be overcome and questi on how the youth I work wi th are expected to function 
in violence, chaos, addiction and achieve the social and emotional expectation of the 
dominant social norm. Children and youth can wish fo r change and a better life, but for 
the youth I have worked with, especially incarcerated youth, the better life ha yet to 
happen. The cold rea lity is the rea lization that life i not a Disney movie. There is no 
white knight, no fairy godmother and no amount of wishing on a tar that i going to 
create change. I fee l we, as professionals, need to work to equip children and youth w1th 
the tools to fu nction inside a family and socia l environment they have limited, if any 
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ability to chang . We mu t tart by acknowledging and validating their experience. reate 
relati n hip tart t build tru t and keep our moral , value and ethic to ourselves, 
becau that i wh re they bel ng. The moment we think we are the e pert in someone 
el e' life, we have already failed them . Further, we mu t remain aware of the language 
u d when working with children and youth. Language carries tremendous power and 
importance. Denton (20 14) tate that languag "molds a en e of who we are; helps us 
under tand how we think, work and play and influences the nature of our relation hips" 
(p .3 ). Word them elve are not delivered ab ent from ton and body language. Often 
words can carry a different connotation depending on the variable a sociated with 
delivery. Tone and body language delivers a m essage as powerful a words (Denton, 
2014). 
Limitations: There is no denying or pretending my conclu ions can be reproduced 
to achieve the same results that I have concluded. Why?! I 'm not talking about how a 
Chevy engine runs or the process of cellul ar di vision. I am talking about the human lived 
expe1ience viewed through thet lense that is and has been my life. Another limitation i 
not being able to go in-depth regarding organic brain-based disorders, or highlight with a 
degree of respect the social issues pertaining to certain ethnic groups. I further recognize 
that others may not share my viewpoint or under tand my use of creativity in the 
academic process, resulting in the message being lost. 
Throughout my research I have offered my critical reL1ect ion , ideas and 
experience. I have laid out a pathway demonstrating how children and outh arc moulded 
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by their ternal circum tance. I have demon trated how life i a process of never-ending 
event and circum tanc that culiminate in forming our individual lived experience. I 
al o r cogniz I hav yet to come up with, or come across a one-size-fits-all olution to a 
rna 1v ocial probl em. I cannot give on answer because I believe the answer li es 
within the journey and ur individual understanding of that journey. 
I will end by aying each of us in on a journey of self- di scovery. Where and how 
that journey end i dependent on how we lean1 to survive in our social environment. Our 
emotional survival in our ocia l environment i deten11ined further by how lea rn to cope 
and handl e adversity. I have pondered the idea of not wanting to be saved, but of wanting 
to evolve. The notion exists for me that peace equals death, not in a literal sense but in the 
sense of continual personal transfonnation of the self amongst the whole, and the cull ing 
of the parts of us that no longer erve purpose . 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
RESEARCH ETHICS BOARD 
To: 
CC: 
From: 
Date: 
Re: 
April Hendrickson 
Si Transken 
MEMORANDUM 
Michael Murphy, Chair 
Research Ethics Board 
July 31, 2013 
E2012.1 015.123.00 
What went wrong: A look at the social and environmental culture of 
high risk and adjudicated youth 
Thank you for submitting revisions to the REB regarding the above-noted proposal to 
the Research Ethics Board . Your revisions have been approved. 
We are pleased to issue approval for the above named study for a period of 12 months 
from the date of this letter. Continuation beyond that date will require further review and 
renewal of REB approval. Any changes or amendments to the protocol or consent form 
must be approved by the Research Ethics Board . 
If you have any questions on the above or require further clarification please feel free to 
email reb@unbc.ca in the Office of Research . 
Good luck with your research. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Michael Murphy 
Chair, Research Ethics Board 
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U/IBC INFORMATION LEITER I CO 
Appendix C 
June 1 01h, 2013 
Title of Project: What went wrong: A look at the social and environmental culture of high risk and 
adjudicated youth ----------
Student Investigator: 
April Hendrickson, BSW 
Department of Social Work 
University of Northern British Columbia 
3333 University Way, Prince George, BC 
E-mail:ahendric@unbc ca 
Faculty Supervisor: 
Dr. Si Transken 
Department of Social Work 
University of Northern British Columbia 
3333 University Way, Prince George, BC 
Ph: 250-960-6643 
E-mail : si@unbc.ca 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the research is to examine and breakdown, early childhood socialization; in a socio-
cultural context where what children learn and witness as "normal" behaviour is deemed dev1ant by the 
dominant, larger, social structure. 
You are invited to take part in this study on examining the early and current social environments of high 
risk and adjudicated youth. I hope to further discuss and understand what your professional relationship 
and history of working with high risk and adjudicated youth, has taught you, regarding the insights into the 
social environments of youth you have worked with. 
Procedures involved in the Research 
For the body of my research paper, I am going to describe my professional experiences when work1ng 
with high risk and adjudicated youth. I will supplement my professional experience, by asking you, the 
research participant a series of seven short, open ended questions. My hope is that your professional 
experience will provide a deeper, diverse and richer insight into the social environments of high risk and 
adjudicated youth. 
• I will meet you in a place of your choosing and work around your schedule 
• I expect the interview to take approximately 30 minutes. 
• I will be using a tape recorder to ask a set of seven predetermined questions 
• I will transcribe the data. 
• After transcription or your interview, I will contact you and at your convenience go over the 
transcribed material. At this time, as the research participant, you can choose to add and or 
eliminate parts of your interview. 
• Please note that at any time you have the right to not answer any questions you may so choose 
• You further have the right to withdraw from the interview, if you so choose 
• 1 will destroy any data collected v1a shredding or in a manner of your choos1ng. 
Potential Harms, Ris ks or Discomforts 
It is extremely unlikely that there will be any harm, to you and/ or discomfort associated with the interview 
process. Please note that as aforementioned, at any time you can w ithdraw from the interview process 
and/or withdraw from the research process altogether 
Potential Benefits 
The research will not benefit you directly I hope that what is learned as a result of this study will help us 
to better understand the social cultural environments of high risk and adjudicated youth, with the aim to 
potentially bridge the gap between deviant and dominate cultural groups 
Confidentiality 
Please note that your participation 1s confidential, unless you otherw1se choose to have your ident1ty 
known If you choose to keep your Identity anonymous, I will assign a numerical cod1ng system (ex 
Participant #1 , #2 etc ), to protect your privacy. Until I have written the transcnpt1on 1nto the body of my 
research paper, I will be keeping your transcription 1n locked filing cabinet, located at my personal 
res1dence; the material will then be destroyed via shredding or in a manner of your choosing. 
Further note that I w1ll be the one transcribing the data and that, only my thesis superv1sor, Dr. Si 
Transken, wil l have access to the material Additionally, matenal will be stored on a password protected 
computer, which only I have access to. The computer is located at my home residence. Please do not 
hesitate to contact me if you have any concerns or questions regarding the storage and or confidentiality 
of your research material. 
Questions about the Study 
If you have questions or need more 1nformat1on about the study itself, please contact me April 
Hendrickson via email at hendnc@unbc.ca, or v1a cell phone at 250-981-0532 
This study has been reviewed by the University of Northern British Columbia Research Eth1cs Board If 
you have concerns or questions about your rights as a participant or about the way the study 1s 
conducted, please contact: 
Research Ethics Board 
c/o Office of Research and Graduate Programs 
Telephone: (250) 960-6735 
E-mail. reb@unbc.ca 
CONSENT 
I have read the information presented 1n the Information letter about a study bemg conducted by Apnl 
Hendrickson of the University of Northern Brit1sh Columbia. 
I have had the opportunity to ask questions about my involvement in this study and to receive additional 
details I requested. 
I understand that if 1 agree to participate m th1s study, I may Withdraw from the study at any t1me. I have 
been given a copy of this form I agree to participate m the study 
Signature ------------------
Name of Participant (Printed) ____ -------------
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1. I agree that the interview can be audio recorded . 
. . Yes 
.. No 
2 Yes, I would like to rece1ve a transcription of my interview 
Please send them to th1s email address 
-----------------------------------------or to this mailing address· 
No, I do not want to rece1ve a transcnption of my Interview 
3. I agree to be contacted about a follow-up tnterv1ew, and understand that I can always decline the 
request 
Yes. Please contact me at 
. No. 
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